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The problem of understanding how humans perceive the quality of a reproduced image is
of interest to researchers of many fields related to vision science and engineering: optics
and material physics, image processing (compression and transfer), printing and media
technology, and psychology. A measure for visual quality cannot be defined without
ambiguity because it is ultimately the subjective opinion of an “end-user” observing the
product.

The purpose of this thesis is to devise computational methods to estimate the overall
visual quality of prints, i.e. a numerical value that combines all the relevant attributes of
the perceived image quality. The problem is limited to consider the perceived quality of
printed photographs from the viewpoint of a consumer, and moreover, the study focuses
only on digital printing methods, such as inkjet and electrophotography.

The main contributions of this thesis are two novel methods to estimate the overall
visual quality of prints. In the first method, the quality is computed as a visible differ-
ence between the reproduced image and the original digital (reference) image, which is
assumed to have an ideal quality. The second method utilises instrumental print qual-
ity measures, such as colour densities, measured from printed technical test fields, and
connects the instrumental measures to the overall quality via subjective attributes, i.e.
attributes that directly contribute to the perceived quality, using a Bayesian network.
Both approaches were evaluated and verified with real data, and shown to predict well
the subjective evaluation results.

Keywords: print quality, image quality, overall visual quality, full reference quality
assessment, Bayesian networks, digital image processing, machine vision
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Symbols and abbreviations

2-D 2-dimensional
ACMSH Area under cumulative match score histogram
CIE International Commission on Illumination
CIE L*a*b* Perceptually uniform colour space
CMSH Cumulative match score histogram
CPIQ Camera Phone Image Quality Group
CS Continuous stream inkjet
CSF Contrast sensitivity function
CTF Contrast transfer function
DAC Document Appearance Characterization
DLT Discrete linear transform
DOD Drops on demand inkjet
dpi Dots per inch
EPG Electrophographic
FERET Face Recognition Technology database
FR Full reference
FUN Fidelity, usefulness, naturalness model
GLPF Gaussian low-pass filter
HDR High dynamic range
HVS Human visual system
I3A International Imaging Industry Association
IFC Information fidelity criteria
INCITS International Committee for Information Technology Standards
IQC Image Quality Circle
ISO International Standarisation Organisation
JND Just-noticeable difference
MDS Multi-dimensional scaling
MOS Mean opinion score
MSE Mean squared error
MSF Modulation sensitivity function
MS-SSIM Multi-scale structural similarity
NP nondeterministic polynomial time
NQM Noise quality measure
NR No reference
NSS Natural scene statistics
PDiff Perceptual image difference metric
PSNR Peak signal-to-noise ratio
QA Quality assessment
RANSAC Random sample consensus
RGB Red, green, blue colour space
RMSE Root mean squared error
ROC Receiver operating characteristic



RR Reduced reference
S-CIELAB Spatial CIE L*a*b* metric
SIFT Scale-invariant feature transform
SROCC Spearman rank order correlation coefficient
SSIM Structural similarity
UQI Universal quality index
VDP Visual difference predictor
VIF Visual information fidelity
VQI Visual quality index
VSNR Visual signal-to-noise ratio
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Chapter I

Introduction

Despite the rapid development in electronic media, most people still prefer reading on
paper rather than displays [51]. Printed media is also more capable to deliver localised
news to a certain district than electronic media, such as television. These, among other
reasons, are why paper has still a notable role in communication, and the printed matter,
such as books and newspapers, have an important part in daily life. Image quality is one
of the key factors when a customer purchases an imaging or printing product [37]. Hu-
mans do not typically evaluate the quality of an image based on its physical parameters,
but rather based on personal preferences and what they see as pleasurable [37].

The problem of how humans perceive the quality of a reproduced image is of interest to
researchers of many fields related to vision science and engineering: optics and material
physics, image processing (compression and transfer), printing and media technology,
and psychology. The problem is especially difficult for the printed media since solving it
requires an understanding of paper and ink physics, visual measurements and optics, the
human visual system and psychometrical experiments at the end. A measure for visual
quality (print quality) cannot be defined without ambiguity because it is ultimately a
subjective opinion of an “end-user” observing the result. Understandably, this evaluation
has traditionally been conducted by a human observer, but recent development in com-
puter and machine vision has made it intriguing to apply their methods to print quality
evaluation. Machine vision utilises visual information reliably and may replace humans
in certain laborious off-line evaluations. In addition, computational methods provide
novel possibilities for on-line measurements for paper manufacturing and the printing
industry.

1.1 Research questions

The purpose of this thesis is to devise methods to estimate an overall visual quality
of prints. Overall quality here means a numerical value for the perceived quality and it
should combine all the important attributes of print quality, such as sharpness, graininess
and colourfulness. In this work, the quality is primarily studied from the paper viewpoint.

11



12 1. Introduction

This means that the focus is on the quality of paper, not on the quality of the printing
method. The overall quality is, however, always dependent on both, and thus, this
constraint affects mainly only on the experimental part of the study: printing methods are
fixed, and paper grades are varied. Only the visual aspects of the quality are considered,
omitting the other aspects of the experienced quality, such as feel. Moreover, the study
focuses only on digital printing methods: inkjet and electrophotography (EPG). This
is due to the fact that the principles of how the images are produced differ remarkably
between different printing methods. Therefore, the developed models and gained results
for measuring quality with one printing method are not necessarily generalisable to other
printing methods. Including all printing methods in the study was not practically feasible.
Digital printing methods have some notable benefits when the quality of prints is studied.
First of all, the original digital (reference) image always exists and can be used as a basis
of the quality evaluation. Secondly, producing a small amount of digital print samples
is inexpensive and fast compared to traditional printing, such as offset or rotogravure.
Thirdly, every printed sample can be different because no printing plates are required.
The overall quality always depends on the context, e.g. the product type. In this work
the problem is limited to the perceived quality of printed photographs from the viewpoint
of a consumer.

The research questions are as follows:

• How to define the overall quality in the case of printed products?

• Is there hope for the predicting perceived quality of printed products?

• How to predict it?

The last research question can be approached in two ways: with a reference image and
without one. The first approach includes the following questions:

• How to measure the difference between a reproduced image and the “ideal” original
image?

• How much this difference tells about the perceived quality of the reproduced image?

The research questions related to the second approach include:

• What are the important attributes and measurable quantities related to perceived
quality?

• How to combine them in order to form a model for the overall quality?

1.2 Contributions and publications

The main contribution of this thesis is in developing two methods to estimate the over-
all visual quality of prints. The first method computes quality as a visible difference
to the original digital (reference) image, which is assumed to have ideal quality. The
second method starts from instrumental print quality measures, such as colour densities,
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measured from technical test fields, and connects them to the overall quality via sub-
jective image quality attributes, i.e. attributes that directly contribute to the perceived
quality, using a Bayesian network. The contents of this work has been reported in one
journal article [31], in 4 conference articles [29, 27, 28, 30] and in one submitted journal
manuscript [32].

The first method is addressed in the publications [30, 31]. The framework applies so-called
full reference measures, common in digital image quality research, to printed images. The
framework consists of designed scanning, descreening, image registration and quality
computation procedures. Descreening refers to the converting of the printed halftone
image to a continuous tone image comparable to the digital reference image, and image
registration refers to the alignment of the images in order to compare them pixel-wise.
In [31], state-of-the-art full reference methods are statistically evaluated with printed
samples against subjective evaluations, and the best methods are shown to correlate well
with a subjective evaluation result.

Background research related to the second method is presented in the two conference
articles [27, 28]. Several instrumental paper and print quality properties that measure
a single aspect of quality, such as gloss or density, were studied against subjective eval-
uations. These experiments had two main goals: 1) to find out if it is even possible
to predict the perceived quality starting from instrumental measures commonly used in
the paper and printing science and 2) to find out which instrumental measures should
be selected to the computational model predicting overall quality. The whole Bayesian
network model is addressed in the submitted manuscript [32]. A Bayesian network is a
statistical model that connects a set of random variables in the form of a directed graph.
The nodes, random variables, of the network are instrumental measures selected based
on the experiments in [27, 28] and subjective image quality attributes selected based on
subjective experiments. The main contribution of the article is the structural optimi-
sation of the Bayesian network in the case of overall print quality evaluation. In the
experimental part of the work, the network structures were established using real data,
and the Bayesian networks were shown to have potentiality as a tool for print quality
evaluation.

The author implemented the methods, conducted the experiments and was the main
writer of all articles [27, 28, 30, 31, 32]. The test samples (prints) were collected by media
technology experts from the Helsinki University of Technology, and the psychometrical
experiments were designed and implemented by psychologists from the University of
Helsinki.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

The thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, an overview is given of how paper and
print quality properties are traditionally measured. Descriptions of the most common
physical properties of paper are given. The digital printing methods, i.e. electrophotog-
raphy and inkjet, are presented, and a survey on instrumental print quality measures is
discussed. The focus is on measures and properties that are used later in the thesis.

Chapter 3 concentrates on visual quality perceived by human observers and the numeri-
cal estimates of this quality, i.e. the overall quality that combines different attributes of
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quality. Visual image quality and its different interpretations are discussed and a litera-
ture review is given for existing frameworks and methods to estimate the overall quality.
Both objective and subjective overall image quality are considered.

In Chapter 4, the reference based approach is presented. The framework for applying the
full reference quality assessment to printed images is described, and the most common
state-of-the-art full reference methods and the theory behind them are presented, focusing
on methods that are selected for later statistical evaluation.

The Bayesian network approach is discussed in Chapter 5. A method to compare instru-
mental measures based on subjective data is described. A network structure optimisation
problem is discussed, and a solution is presented.

In Chapter 6, experiments are shown. First, the test data used, i.e. selected paper grades,
test images, printing procedures, and subjective evaluations, are presented. After that,
the results for both reference based and Bayesian network based approaches are shown.
The results are discussed in Chapter 7 and the conclusions are drawn in Chapter 8.



Chapter II

Instrumental measurements of paper and print

Measuring quality is common in all fields of industry, and the paper and printing industry
is not an exception. In industry, quality inspection is used, for example, to control
process conditions, and to ensure that the end-products meet certain quality criteria. A
traditional way to measure quality is to make several instrumental measurements which
measure a single property of the end-product, such as colour. In the case of printed
products, such measures are usually numerical values for certain visible distortions, such
as noise or blurring, or measure the success of the printing process compared to the
desired (perfect) result, such as missing dots in a raster pattern intended to be regular.
This chapter focuses on these instrumental measures of printed products. First, the
properties of paper, i.e., physical quantities that can be measured before printing, are
briefly described. Then the instrumental measures of prints are discussed.

2.1 Paper properties

The physical properties of paper, such as thickness, roughness and gloss, are well known
in the fields of paper physics and printing science [63, 76]. These properties are typically
divided into seven groups: basic (e.g. thickness), strength (e.g. tensile, bursting and
surface strength), stiffness (e.g. elasticity), structural (e.g. air permeance), surface (e.g.
roughness), absorption (e.g. amount of water absorbed by the paper) and optical (e.g.
gloss) [63, 76]. The related measurements can be implemented by mechanical or optical
devices, and they have been shown to contribute to print quality (e.g. [81]).

Nine standard physical properties are used in this thesis: grammage, brightness, white-
ness, opacity, PPS roughness, Bendtsen roughness, permeability, Bendtsen permeability
and gloss [63]. Grammage is the mass of a square meter area of paper. ISO (Inter-
national Organization for Standardization) brightness measures the reflectance of blue
light with a filter which has peak transmission at 457 nm. The measurement of whiteness
considers the entire visible spectrum. The whiteness consists of both lightness and hue.
The measurement of whiteness is standardised in CIE 145 (Commission Internationale de
l’Eclairage). Opacity measures the ability of the paper to obstruct the passage of light.

15
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If the opacity is too low, printed text is visible on the opposite side of the paper. Opacity
is commonly determined by the ratio of perceived lightness (Y value in CIE xyY colour
space) of a single sheet against a black background and Y value of the paper. The rough-
ness of paper is usually defined by measuring the ability of the paper surface to resist
an air stream flowing between the paper surface and a measuring head pressed against
it. An alternative roughness measure is to study the paper profile. The permeability of
paper measures the flow of air through a defined area of the paper. Gloss measures the
shininess of the paper surface. In the paper industry, the specular reflectance at a 75◦

angle is a common measure for gloss.

2.2 Digital printing

Printing, in its narrowest sense, means the transfer of a colouring substance, such as ink
or toner, onto a paper with a printing device [79]. There are several different methods for
this, and each has its strengths and weaknesses. Before an image can be printed, several
reproduction operations need to be performed. These operations include, for example,
colour separation, colour correction and halftoning. In colour separation, the colour of
the image is divided into three or six signal components. In colour correction, nonideal
light absorption properties of printing inks are corrected. Halftoning means converting
continuous tone images into printing dots. By varying the size or density of the printing
dots, the eye can see a shade somewhere between the solid colour and the colour of
the background paper. The dots are often printed in a regular structure, which can be
called a regular dot pattern [93]. The resolution capability of prints is determined by the
spacing available between the dots. A higher resolution enables better reproduction of
small details.

In this thesis, only digital printing methods are considered. The digital printing refers
to the reproduction of a digital image on a physical surface, in contrast to traditional
printing, such as offset, rotogravure and flexography, where printing plates are used. In
the following, two digital printing methods used in the experiments, namely electropho-
tography and inkjet, are briefly described.

2.2.1 Electrophotography

Electrophotography is a printing technique used in laser and LED (light emitting diode)
printers. It is a multi-step process illustrated in Fig. 2.1. First a photo conductive recep-
tor surface is charged. Photo conductors are materials that are electrically resistive in the
dark but conductive when exposed to light. An electrical charge pattern corresponding
to the printed page is exposed to the photo conductor drum using a light source such
as a laser. The charge pattern controls the transfer of an electrically charged toner into
the photo conductor. From the the photo conductor, the toner is transferred onto the
paper. The last step is fusing, i.e. drying of the toner in the paper. Toners used in
electrophotography are usually powdered materials, but also liquid toners are possible.
The size of the toner particles is typically 5-10 μm or a fifth of the pixel size. To increase
the nominal resolution, the particle size must be decreased. [79]
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Figure 2.1: Electrophotography printing [79].

2.2.2 Inkjet

In inkjet printing, the image is reproduced using variably-sized drops of ink. Inkjet
methods can be divided into continuous stream inkjet (CS) or drop on demand (DOD)
methods [79]. In the CS printing, drops are selected from a continuous stream of drops,
while in DOD methods, all generated drops end up on the paper. Figure 2.2(a) illustrates
the basic principle of CS inkjet printing. The printing or nonprinting drops are charged
with a signal controlled by the data stream and selected using electrostatic deflecting.
The most common type of DOD inkjet is the thermal inkjet illustrated in Fig. 2.2(b) [79].
The ink is heated periodically in a thermal heating element controlled by digital data.
The heating causes ink to vaporise, resulting in a bubble. The ink has a greater volume
in the vaporised state than as fluid, and thus some ink is squeezed out from the nozzle,
forming a drop. The drop is transferred onto the paper. The volume of one drop is
approximately 10 pico liters. The grey levels are generated by halftoning or by using an
appropriate number of drops per pixel.

2.3 Instrumental measures of print

The paper has three attributes which have an influence on the paper behaviour in print-
ing, and therefore, affect printing quality: runnability, printability and information ca-
pacity [63]. Runnability describes how well the paper runs in the printing press, and
printability describes the interaction between the paper and ink in printing. Lastly, in-
formation capacity expresses the information that can be transferred from an original
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: Inkjet printing: (a) continuous stream inkjet; (b) drop on demand

thermal inkjet. [79]

image to a reproduction on this media. In addition to the paper properties, many other
factors, such as the printing process, can have a significant influence on the final result.

Numerous laboratory tests (instrumental measures) have been developed to test a certain
aspect of print quality. Different printing methods require different tests since changes
in quality are consequences of different phenomena [63]. The thesis focuses on the qual-
ity of images reproduced with digital printing methods, and thus this section presents
instrumental measures related to the inkjet and electrophotography. The number of mea-
surable quantities related to print quality is enormous. For example, at Xerox several
dozen image quality measures are in use, and that is not all the engineers would like to
measure [18]. The following subsections concentrate only on the most commonly used
instrumental measures of print.

2.3.1 Colour measures

When a colour is printed on two papers with different physical properties, e.g., gloss or
whiteness, the perceived colours are not identical. In theory, this can be avoided by using
colour profiles defined for the papers. The profiles describe the mappings between the
target colour space and some absolute colour space where colours are unambiguous. The
target colour space refers to the colour space of the printer with a certain paper and inks.
The mappings from the absolute colour space to the target colour space enable a precise
colour reproduction for different paper types. In practise, however, different papers have
different gamuts, and variation within a single paper grade makes accurate profiling
impossible. The colours of an image printed on two different papers will, therefore, not
match despite profiling.

The colour is one of the most important measurements of print quality, but also probably
the most challenging [80]. Good colour measures related to print quality should take into
account the human visual system (HVS), which is rather complex. For example, the
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human eye is able to adapt to different lighting conditions, while the measured reflection
spectrum of the same colour can differ remarkably under different illuminations. Typical
colour measures of print are the colour gamut, colour differences to some reference, and
the metamerism index. A colour gamut is a subset of colours a paper can reproduce with
the available inks. Wider gamut leads to a better quality, but also its shape has notable
influence. The metamerism index measures how much two prints that match under one
illuminant (e.g. standard daylight, D65) differ under another (e.g. fluorescent light) [80].

In the printing industry, colour measurements are usually based on the CIE 1976 L*a*b*
colour space. The CIE L*a*b* space is designed to be perceptually linear, meaning that
the colour change in the colour space corresponds to the perceived colour change. The
coordinates represent lightness (L*), the position between magenta and green (a*) and
the position between yellow and blue (b*). The Euclidean distance in the CIE 1976
L*a*b* space denoted as ΔE has a high correlation with the perceived colour difference.
The distance is computed as follows:

ΔE =
√

(L∗
2 − L∗

1)2 + (a∗
2 − a∗

1)2 + (b∗2 − b∗1)2. (2.1)

Two instruments exist for measuring colour: the colourimeter and the spectrophotometer.
The colourimeter measures three-component colour values directly, while the spectropho-
tometer measures colour spectra, whereby the colourimetric quantities can be computed.
In the printing industry, the latter is the most common practise [80]. A modern spec-
trophotometer can be used to measure, for example, several colour coordinates, gamuts
and colour differences.

2.3.2 Print density

Print density, in its simplest form, measures the contrast between the printing ink and the
paper. The print density can be measured using a densitometer, making it comparatively
fast, easy and inexpensive, and thus widely-used. Reflection density is the logarithmic
ratio between incoming light intensity and reflected light intensity. A logarithmic scale
is used instead of the linear scale, as it corresponds better to the human visual system.
Print density depends on the thickness of the ink layer. When the amount of ink is
increased, at some point the print density reaches its maximum value, and adding ink no
longer has an effect. Too large an amount of ink has, however, other effects that decrease
the quality. For example, the reproduction of small details starts to decline. [80]

2.3.3 Print gloss

Gloss measures the ability of a surface to reflect light into the specular direction. The
specular direction refers to the direction that makes the same angle with the surface
normal as the direction of the incoming light. Print gloss measures the gloss of a (usually
solid) printed region in a paper. The gloss itself has an influence on the perceived quality,
but in addition, its magnitude affects how colours and colour densities are perceived. This
makes it a remarkable quality measure. The print gloss mainly depends on the roughness
of the paper surface, and the ability of the printed surface to reflect light [80]. A rougher
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surface causes a lower gloss. Different printing inks can be used to reduce or increase the
gloss compared to the gloss of the paper surface.

Print gloss can be measured with a glossmeter which measures the mean specular reflec-
tion at a certain angle to the surface normal. Several standardised measurement angles
exist, of which 75◦ and 20◦ are the most commonly used [80]. Also angles 60◦ and 85◦

are used. A high measurement angle is appropriate for samples with low gloss, while
the small angles should be used with glossy samples. Different standards differs also by
beam geometry.

Among specular gloss, also some other gloss related measures, such as gloss contrast and
unevenness of the gloss, are interesting related to the print quality [80]. Gloss contrast
refers to the difference between the gloss of an unprinted paper and the gloss of a printed
image. Unevenness of the gloss, also known as gloss mottle or gloss variation, is the
unwanted unevenness of gloss in a solid printed region. Also some efforts have been
made to develop a psychophysically-based model of surface gloss perception [43], similar
to the human vision system based colour models already existing.

2.3.4 Image sharpness and details

A lack of sharpness is easily perceived from a printed sample, and thus, it has a critical
role in quality evaluation [80]. Nevertheless, there is no widely accepted or standardised
method to measure image sharpness. However, several attempts have been made to
develop one. In the case of print quality, sharpness usually refers to the edge sharpness
of a printing dot or a printed line. Perceived sharpness is a combination of optical
spreading, i.e. lateral light diffusion of the paper, and physical spreading of the ink.

In addition to sharpness, also other quantities related to the reproduction of details
have a remarkable effect on quality [80] (see Fig. 2.3). These detail measures can be
divided into geometrical and optical measures. Geometrical measures include, in addition
to sharpness, for example the shape of the printing dot and edge raggedness of the
line. The most important optical measures are the colour and density of the printing
dots. Geometrical detail measures can be computed with image processing methods, the
segmentation being the critical step as it has a remarkable effect on the results. In the
following, printing dot and line quality measures are presented in more detail.

Printing dot measures

The following method to compute printing dot measures is presented in [29]. Most printed
products are generated by printing dot patterns (halftoning). If a human evaluator cannot
see the unevenness of plain paper, and the effects of lightning and image content are not
taken into account, then the observer’s experiences induced by the print are caused by the
printing dots. Therefore, it is theoretically possible to estimate the human perception
from the properties of individual dots. Furthermore, if the printing process can be
considered as sufficiently stable, then the dots within a small printed region estimate the
average behaviour of the whole print.

The proposed dot measures are based on geometrical, edge and size properties of the
print dots. The measures are based on an ideal dot which is defined as a sharp and
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Small details in high and low quality prints.

perfectly round dot without any extraneous spots (satellites) outside its area [25]. Similar
dot measures have been discussed in [63, 78], and the measures proposed in [29] are as
follows:

stretch =
abs(a − b)
min(a, b)

∗ 100%

regularity 1 =
sref

s
∗ 100%

regularity 2 =
Aref

A
∗ 100%

coarseness =
s2

4πA
∗ 100%

(2.2)

where a is the width of the dot, b is the height, A is the area, and s is the perimeter of
the dot (see Fig. 2.4). sref = 2π

(
a+b
4

)
and Aref = π

(
a+b
4

)2
are the estimated perimeter

and area, which are based on the assumption that the ideal dot is perfectly round. The
radius of a dot is estimated using the width and height (average of height and width
divided by 2) and the estimated area and perimeter are computed using the formulae
for the area and circumference of a circle (A = πr2, p = 2πr). Hence, the values of
regularity 1 and 2 are 100% for a perfectly round dot when the estimated area (Aref )
and perimeter (sref ) are the same as those measured.

To compute the proposed dot measures, two image processing problems need to be solved:
1) the detection of a regular structure, i.e. spatial spacing of print dots and 2) the seg-
mentation and contour description of the dots. The detection of the regular structure as
prior to the segmentation provides much more robust results than the direct segmenta-
tion, and is computationally efficient. The main method to detect the regular structure
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Figure 2.4: Size properties of a dot.

is presented in [106], but the following describes how the method is applied to accurately
localise every dot and describe a sub-pixel method for dot segmentation and contour
description.

In the method for detecting the regular structure, the Fourier spectra magnitude is
used to find frequency peaks responsible for the regular dot pattern structure in an
input image [106]. A mask is applied to remove the non-peak frequency information
(responsible for distortions in shape of dots, missing dots and image noise). After the
inverse Fourier transform of the masked image, “the ideal regular image part” is obtained
(see Fig. 2.5). The approach is very robust against any distortions or noise and the
dots and their exact centroids can be found by thresholding the ideal regular part and
computing centroids of connected (binary) components (Fig. 2.5(c)).

The segmentation of the dots from the original images is a difficult task even after the
dot centroids have been found since the input image contains all distortions and noise.
In the presented method, the dots are segmented one by one, and thus, they are locally
“cropped” from the rest of the image before the segmentation. A dot is accurately
segmented by first generating a 3-D surface of the dot (grey level on z-axis) and then
using the surface to estimate the contour. The contour is an intersection of the 3-D
surface and a threshold plane (z = t) where t is a pre-set threshold (see Fig. 2.6).

After the contours are computed, the width, height, area and perimeters are trivial to
compute, and then, the dot measures defined above can be established. The dot measures
can be studied statistically using a large amount of dots, and thus, inaccuracies caused
by the segmentation of single dot are insignificant.

Line and edge measures

Analogous to printing dots, edges of lines also become distorted in printing. An ideal
edge is assumed to be sharp, even and unspread. Measures to estimate the line quality
can be formed based on these requirements. Two line quality measures, edge raggedness
and edge blurriness, were used in this thesis. The following image processing methods
to measure these from a known printed line pattern are presented in [27].
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.5: Dot localisation: (a) Input image; (b) Regular image part; (c)

Thresholded image.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: The segmentation of printing dots.
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Edge raggedness is determined by the displacement of a measured boundary of a printed
line from an ideal boundary. The ideal boundary is determined by calculating the best fit
line through the boundary points [61]. Edge raggedness can be defined as the standard
deviation of displacements of a measured boundary [53]. In [27], the Canny edge detector
was used to find the boundary points (see Fig. 2.7(a)). Noise was removed by morpho-
logically opening the edge image and by rejecting image rows which have an incorrect
number of edge points (usually, only a few rows need to be eliminated before computing
the edge quality). Finally, the ideal boundary was derived by a least-squares fit to the
boundary points and the edge raggedness was computed as in [53].

An edge becomes smoother when ink or toner is spread. Blurriness is a line quality mea-
sure which is quantified by analysing the profile of the black-white boundary itself [61].
Blurriness can be determined by measuring the average distance from the dark area to
the background [53]. This method, however, requires two manually defined threshold
values. A more universal method is to study the gradient of the edge. Here, the function

f(x) =
b1

1 + exp(−b2x)
+ b3 (2.3)

is fitted to the profile of the edge (see Fig. 2.7(c)), and blurriness is 1 minus the maximum
value of the derivative df(x)/dx. Edge blurriness is defined as the average value along
the whole edge.

(a) (b)
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Figure 2.7: Computing edge quality measures: (a) Boundary points extracted

using the Canny edge detector; (b)-(c) Analysing a single edge profile: the red

line represents the real edge profile and the blue line is the best fit of the function

(2.3) through the real edge profile.

Contrast transfer function and sharpness

Sharpness can be measured also with generic measures, such as the modulation transfer
function (MTF) and contrast transfer function (CTF). From these two, the CTF is
more commonly used in print quality evaluation [80]. The reason for this is the fact
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that the sinusoidal wave pattern needed for MTF computation is much more difficult
to establish in printing than the square input wave needed for the CTF. In practise,
the CTF is measured by printing series of line patterns with varying frequencies. As a
consequence of the optical and physical spreading, the edges of the lines become blurred
and the density range decreases. The maximum density within the lines (Dmax) and
the minimum density of unprinted paper (Dmin) are measured (see Sec. 2.3.2), and the
(Michelson) contrast for each frequency (u) is computed by

CTF (u) =
Dmax − Dmin

Dmax + Dmin
. (2.4)

This is usually done using a microdensitometer, but can be measured also with a high
resolution camera system. To compute the CTF, also the contrast of the original image is
needed, and the value of the CTF is the ratio between the contrast of the print sample and
the contrast of the original image. The CTF is presented as a function of frequency. A
rapidly decreasing CTF indicates low sharpness causing poor quality. A single numerical
value for the sharpness can be established, for example, by defining the frequency that
corresponds to a 50% decrease in the contrast value. [80]

2.3.5 Unevenness

The unevenness, also known as mottling, graininess, or more generally noise, can refer
to unevenness of either the print colour, density or gloss. Mottling is defined as the
unwanted unevenness of a solid print. It is a subjective measure, and therefore, difficult
to define accurately. There are several known types of mottling, but the reason behind
the problem is still not fully understood. The mottle size range is usually from 0.5 mm to
10.0 mm. If the diameter of a mottle spot is smaller, it cannot be seen with the naked eye
from the usual reading distance, and if it is larger, it is not disturbing or it is considered
as a different problem.

The main problem in a mottling evaluation is the difficulty to model how a human eye
perceives an uneven print. It is relatively easy to measure how ink density varies in a
certain area (the density should be constant), but when the visual quality of a print is
measured it should be based on the physiology of the human vision system.

Several methods for automated mottling evaluation have been proposed [2, 3, 11, 53, 58,
89, 91, 101, 116, 90]. These methods use different image processing methods to evaluate
mottling. Some of these methods can only sort samples according to their mottling level,
but others provide more detailed information. For example, thresholding, 2-d Fourier
power spectra and Gabor filters have been used to find information about the sizes of
mottles. In [90], mottling was computed separately for L*, a* and b* colour components
using the bandpass method. The Bandpass method can be seen as a sum of the image
energy filtered with contrast sensitivity function. The final mottling index is defined
as M =

√
M2

L∗ + M2
a∗ + M2

b∗, where ML∗, Ma∗ and Mb∗ are the mottling indices for
different colour components. Later in the thesis, the mottling refers to a value computed
using this method.
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Figure 2.8: An example of print with high mottling index. The image has been

processed to enhance the visibility of the mottling. [94]

2.3.6 Defects specific to printing method

Several printing methods have their specific defects that do not occur in other printing
methods. One example is missing printing dots in rotogravure printing. The most
important defects related to digital printing are bleeding and feathering in inkjet, and
satellites in electrophotography. Bleeding refers to the mixing of two inks with different
colours printed next to each other. Feathering happens when ink spreads along the fibers.
Satellites refer to the toner particles outside the printing area.

2.4 Summary

Instrumental quality evaluation is common in the paper and printing industry. The
number of different measurable quantities related to paper and print is enormous [18],
and only the most commonly used were presented above. The main reasons for the
popularity of the instrumental measures is that they are usually relatively straightforward
to measure, and give useful information on how a paper machine, paper properties,
printer or ink need to be modified to increase the quality defined by the instrumental
measures. However, the relation of the instrumental measures to the quality perceived
by human observers, particularly paying customers, is not clear. The image quality
is an important criterion when a customer selects an imaging or printing product and
instrumental measurements alone are inadequate.



Chapter III

Overall visual quality and subjective evaluation

3.1 Overview

The previous chapter discussed the instrumental paper and print quality measures and
properties that quantitatively measure a specific quality feature. That is the engineering
approach to quality evaluation. The instrumental measures are well-defined, usually
straightforward to apply, but there exists a gap between these measurements and human
visual assessment of reproduced natural images. In this chapter, the focus is on visual
overall quality perceived by the human observer and modelling of this quality. First, the
topic is considered in general terms and different viewpoints and definitions of the image
quality are given. Second, existing general and application-specific methods and models
to predict the perceived overall quality are presented. Finally, the subjective evaluation
of quality is discussed.

At some level, the idea of image quality has been around since the earliest optical devices,
the optical telescope and microscope in 1600-1620 [34]. However, measuring visual qual-
ity as a field of science is relatively young. In the photographic industry, image quality
did not appear as an index topic before the 1960s [36]. Image quality still has no widely
accepted definition [36]. Quality means different things to different people, causing a
confusion in the topics and terminology related to image quality. Image quality research
has traditionally focused on measuring artefacts caused by imaging or printing systems,
such as blockiness, noise or spreading of colours. These technical measurements are often
slightly misleadingly interpreted as image quality, which increases the confusion. Engi-
neers examine image quality via the technical measurements, while customers perceive
the image via personal preferences, unaware of the technical details. Before image quality
can be meaningfully measured, it needs to be appropriately defined.

Several attempts to define image quality can be found from the literature. Engeldrum [36]
proposes the following definition:

“Image quality is the integrated perception of the overall degree of excellence.”

The definition makes a minimal number of assumptions and restrictions. It does not

27
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take into account the context or application. It neither restricts the image quality to
be dependent on the observer’s relation to the image; photographer or end-user, expert
or non-expert. A more limited definition is given by the Camera Phone Image Quality
(CPIQ) group of the International Imaging Industry Association (I3A) [13]:

“Image quality is the perceptually weighted combination of all visually significant at-
tributes of an image when considered in its marketplace or application.”

This definition suggests that image quality is dependenet on the application. Although
Engeldrum’s proposal for general image quality can be seen as an ultimate goal, application-
specific image quality is a more realistic approach from the viewpoint of fully computa-
tional models. Keelan makes one additional restriction in his definition [60]:

“The quality of an image is defined to be an impression of its merit or excellence, as per-
ceived by an observer neither associated with the act of photography, nor closely involved
with the subject matter depicted.”

Keelan divides quality assessment into three types: first-, second- and third-party [60].
The first-party quality assessment refers to an image evaluation by photographer who
took the image. The second-party quality assessment is made by a person involved in
the subject of the image and the third-party assessment covers the rest, i.e. individuals
who are not involved in the picture taking or subject. Keelan’s definition of image
quality focuses only on the third-party assessment. The main reason for this stems from
the practical viewpoint of performing subjective tests. Unlike in the first- and second-
party assessments, in the third-party assessment the same image samples can be shown
to all observers and the observers need not meet certain requirements. According to
Engeldrum, requirements for the observer to be distant from the imaging industry and
not to be involved in the subject of the image are, however, needless and unrealistic
restrictions [36].

A completely different approach is taken by Janssen and Blommaert [55]:

“The quality of an image to be the degree to which the image is both useful and natural.
The Usefulness of an image [is defined] to be the precision of the visual representation of
the image, and the naturalness [is defined] as the degree of correspondence between the
visual representation of the image and knowledge of reality as stored in memory.”

Janssen [54] approaches image quality via the visuo-cognitive system. The processing of
image information is divided into three different processes: 1) perception, i.e. forming a
internal representation of the image using mainly low level knowledge of the visual world;
2) interpretation, i.e. “matching” the internal representation to memory representations;
and 3) the semantic processing of interpretation based on the task. The entire process
is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. According to Janssen, humans have a collection of memory
representations of the outside world. These form the “knowledge of reality”. Observers
know what the typical characteristics of a certain object are, and for the successful
interpretation of an image, a satisfactory match should be found between the internal
representation and knowledge of reality. This requires a precise internal representation
of the image and a high degree of correspondence between the internal representation
and memory representations of the objects in the image. Janssen calls the precision
of the internal representation usefulness, and the degree of correspondence to memory
representations naturalness. [54]
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Figure 3.1: Visuo-cognitive processing of images [54].

This thesis is based on Engeldrum’s definition of image quality. However, all of the
subjective tests were performed using printed photographs, making the results rather
application-specific. In addition, in the background is the demand to measure print
quality from the paper perspective, which leads to an application-oriented approach.
Instead of evaluating and modelling the image quality of a certain image on some abstract
quality scale, the overall visual quality of the print is evaluated dependent on the paper
grade but independent of the content of the image. Moreover, none of the observers
were involved in taking the evaluated photographs. Thus in practise, Keelan’s definition
corresponds best to what is meant by overall image quality in this thesis.

Fundamentally, the most important aspect in image quality is to get a customer to
purchase the product: the printer, paper, camera, display, etc. Visual quality can always
be measured by carrying out subjective tests with human observers. These tests give us
two kinds of information: judgement and preference [36]. These two concept are often
confused. A judgement is an “objectively” given response to an image, while a preference
is a subjective opinion and differs between individuals. Expert and non-expert observers
tend to agree with judgements, but disagree with preferences [36]. A judgement is what
we want to measure, and in this thesis, (overall) image quality always means a judgement.
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3.2 Image quality model taxonomy

In Fig. 3.2, a taxonomy for image quality models presented by Engeldrum [36] is shown.
The first division is between detection/recognition and “beauty contest”. The detec-
tion/recognition category contains quality evaluation relating to image processing tasks,
such as medical and security imaging. Image quality is measured from the point of view
of an image processing algorithm or a human being (e.g. doctor) who performs the de-
tection or recognition task. This is not within the scope of this thesis. The term “beauty
contest” comes from the fact that a customer often makes the decision based on how
“beautiful” the images are compared to images from competing products. This quite
loose criterion encompass also the models presented in this thesis.

Models in the “beauty contest” category are divided into standard or reference and no
standard or reference based models. While Engeldrum [36] gives a rather broad definition
for reference and standard, reference based image quality assessment usually refers to
methods which evaluate image quality based on an original image (reference) representing
the “ideal quality”. Often the reference image is not known, and the no-reference or blind
approach is needed. This is the case, for example, when the image quality of a camera is
measured. Instead of a reference image, the reference is some scene that cannot be given
as an input to an algorithm. In contradiction to Engeldrum’s division, quality assessment
methods are often divided into three groups: full-reference (FR), reduced-reference (RR)
and no-reference (NR) quality assessment methods. In FR methods, the whole reference
image is available, while in RR methods only some information of the reference image is
given as input to the algorithm. FR is the main approach for evaluating and comparing
the quality of digital images, especially compressed images. The digital representations
of the original image and compressed image are in correspondence, i.e. there exist no
spatial shifts between the images, and the compression should retain at least photometric
equivalence. Therefore, the FR metrics can be computed in a straightforward manner,
cf. computing “distance metrics”. The no-reference image quality assessment is the most
difficult task, and the majority of the proposed NR image quality assessment algorithms
are designed for a single distortion type or are very application-specific.

The output of full reference models is often called image fidelity, i.e. “the degree of
apparent match of the reproduced image with the external reference” [122]. Silverstein
and Farrell [98] noted that image quality and fidelity are not one and the same and
should not be confused. In some cases, the correlation between fidelity and quality is
only moderate [98]. However, one can examine the problem from the application point
of view (here, paper and printing). If the original image is transferred to the paper
perceptually unchanged, paper and the printing process can be considered as perfect,
and fidelity equals quality. Basically, full reference or fidelity measurements can be
considered as attempts to computationally estimate the perceived quality based on an
assumption which is not necessarily fully compatible with the human visual cognitive
system, but simplifies the problem remarkably. In this thesis, the separation is not made
between fidelity and quality.

The final subdivision in Engeldrum’s taxonomy is between physically and “ness” based
models. In physically based models, the input is physical or instrumental measurements.
This is the traditional way to compute image quality and often referred as objective image
evaluation. “Ness” based models are a more recent approach. The input of “ness” based
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Figure 3.2: Image quality model taxonomy [36].

models (“nesses”) consists of perceptual attributes directly contributing to the quality
judgement made by human observers, such as colourfulness, contrast-ness, graininess,
sharpness, defect-ness, colour accuracy-ness and blurriness. The “ness” based approach
has been called subjective image evaluation due to the subjective nature of its inputs.
The values of the “nesses” are often derived using human evaluators. However, in the
future it will be possible to compute numerical values for all “nesses” starting from
physical and instrumental image measurements, making also “ness” based models fully
computational, and thus, objective.

3.3 Overall image quality estimation

The Image Quality Circle (IQC) presented by Engeldrum [34, 37] is a framework for de-
veloping image quality models (see Fig. 3.3). IQC consists of four basic elements of image
quality evaluation: technology variables, physical image parameters, customer percep-
tions and customer image quality rating. Between basic elements are the algorithms and
models linking different levels to each other.

The customer image quality rating is the highest level of image quality evaluation. It
represents the customer’s judgement of the sample image and is the ultimate goal of
image quality evaluation. Engeldrum proposes that the customer image quality rating
should be independent of context, application and fitness for purpose due to the em-
pirical observations that experts and non-experts judge quality similarly if the task is
application-independent [37]. Technology variables are the items that are used to de-
scribe the imaging product and can be controlled, such as, the number of megapixels in a
camera, the thickness of paper, or the resolution of a printer. The number of technology
variables is enormous, and they are very application-specific. The traditional way to
evaluate image quality is to try directly to connect these two elements (thin arrow in
Fig. 3.3): 1) change technology variables, 2) generate samples, 3) carry out subjective
tests with humans, 4) change technology variables, 5) generate samples, 6) carry out
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subjective tests with humans, etc. This approach has its benefits: it is easy and fast
to implement (technology variables are straightforward to measure and control) and the
feedback from customers is direct. However, the disadvantages surpass the advantages.
The process is very expensive and technically never-ending. An alternative process is to
follow the thick arrows in IQC (see Fig. 3.3).

Physical image parameters are measures that can be directly measured from the prod-
uct or computed from the image. The instrumental print quality measures presented
in Chapter 2 belong here. Historically, these have been called objective measures. In
IQC, the physical image parameters are not measures of image quality but only inter-
mediate phases on the image quality measurement system. Physical image parameters
are connected to technology variables via system/image models. Starting from technol-
ogy variables, physical image parameters are obviously much easier to predict than the
customer image quality rating. Sometimes the system/image model is simply a measure-
ment. [37]

The customer perceptions element of IQC consist of the “nesses” (subjective attributes).
A customer does not make the decision based on technology variables or physical image
parameters [37]. Instead, they judge the image based on what they see. The customer
perception element is a set of attributes that contribute to the perceived quality. The
perceived overall quality (customer image quality rating) can be considered through a
space spanned by the “nesses”. In that sense, the overall quality is seen as multidi-
mensional. No single “ness” completely explains the image quality; it explains only one
dimension. Fortunately, it seems that only a relatively small number of “nesses” drive
the customer’s judgement of image quality (e.g. [5]).
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Keelan [60] divides “nesses” (image quality attributes) into four categories based on their
nature: artefactual, preferential, aesthetic and personal attributes. Artefactual attributes
include, for example, unsharpness and graininess. Their objective tractability is high and
they are rather independent of the observer. Preferential attributes include, for example,
colour balance, contrast and colourfulness. Preferential attributes are also amenable to
objective description, but their optimal position often depends on the content of the
image and the personal taste of the observer. Aesthetic attributes, such as lighting
quality and composition, can be very subjective in nature. Personal attributes are the
factors that influence the quality assessment made by the subject of the image or the
photographer (first- and second-party), but are irrelevant for the third-party assessment.

“Nesses” are connected to physical image parameters with visual algorithms. A visual
algorithm can be, for example, the computing of subjective sharpness from image gra-
dients. All visual algorithms need to take account of the two fundamental parts of
the human visual system: the nonlinear response to light and bandpass-like spatial fre-
quency properties [37]. Some standardised visual algorithms exist in literature, such as
CIE lightness:

L∗ = 116f(
Y

Yn
) − 16 (3.1)

where

f(s) =

{
s1/3 if s > 0.008856
7.787s + 16/116 otherwise

(3.2)

Y is CIE luminance and Yn is the luminance of white [68].

In the image quality circle, image quality models refer to models that combine “nesses”
(subjective quality attributes) to the customer image quality rating. The input comprises
numerical values of “nesses” generated either by subjective tests or computationally from
physical image parameters. The output is the overall image quality (customer quality
value), i.e. a numerical estimate of perceived quality. In the following, a review of existing
image quality models is given.

3.3.1 Combination rule

Generally, overall image quality models can be seen as combination rules and divided into
stimulus rules and perceptual rules [37]. A stimulus rule refers to models that combine the
physical image properties and perceptual rule models that combine subjective attributes
(“nesses”). Stimulus rules have been proven to be useful to a certain degree in limited
situations [50, 48]. However, perceptual rules (“ness” based methods) have been more
successful in modelling perceived image quality [37]. A general form for a (perceptual)
combination rule is presented as a function:

Q = f(A1, A2, ..., AN ), (3.3)

where Ai is the ith image quality attribute. The most common and successful combina-
tion rule is the additive combination [37]:

Q =

(
N∑

i=1

biA
p
i

)q

(3.4)
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where bi is a predefined coefficient or weight for the ith quality attribute. Also the
multiplicative combination rule

Q =

(
N∏

i=1

biA
p
i

)q

(3.5)

has been tentatively proposed (e.g. [74]), but shown to produce a poor fit to subjective
quality [5]. The exponents p and q are harmonically related, usually q = 1/p, leading to
the following form:

Q =

(
N∑

i=1

biA
p
i

)1/p

+ bn+1, (3.6)

where bn+1 is the constant term. The most common interpretation of Eq. 3.6 is the
Minkowski distance where image quality is the distance to the origin in a space spanned
by image quality attributes.

The exponent p has a significant role in Eq. 3.6. Bartleson [5] noted that quality seems
not to be a linear combination of the attributes (p = 1). Euclidean distance (p = 2) also
generated rather poor results in Bartleson’s experiments with two attributes, namely
sharpness and graininess. However, it should be noted that Bartleson’s conclusions are
not necessarily generalisable to any attributes. Keelan [60] suggested that the value of
p is not a constant but rather a function of the most severe attribute value. This leads
to a combination rule that no longer meets the definition of Minkowski distance. If all
attributes are in the same scale, the weight parameters (bi) can be eliminated. A natural
scale are just-noticeable differences (JND). Keelan [60] presented a method to transform
objective measures to the JND scale using psychometric scaling.

Equation 3.6 requires that all attributes act monotonically with respect to the overall
quality. This requirement is not always met. For example, if colourfulness is increased,
the image quality reaches its optimal value before the maximum value of colourfulness,
and then starts to decline [41]. The same applies also to the saturation and chroma [24,
42]. In [35], an extension of the combination rule (Eq. 3.6) is presented. Two functions
are proposed to account for asymmetry between quality and colourfulness: a symmetrical
Gaussian-like function

f1(x, x0, a, b) = exp
[
−|x − x0|2/a

b

]
(3.7)

and a logistic function

f2(x, x1, c) =
1

1 + e−c(x−x1)
, (3.8)

where x is the value of the attribute, x0 is the peak position in the image quality and a,
b, c and x1 are parameters that control the shape of the functions. The product of the
functions is used as an overall weighting function to produce a monotonically behaving
attribute value.

Several automatic methods to estimate quality attributes from natural images have been
proposed (e.g. sharpness: [72, 17, 59], contrast-ness: [40, 45, 83] and noise or graini-
ness: [59, 52]).
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3.3.2 Fidelity, usefulness, naturalness model

Janssen and Blommaert [55] defined image image quality as a trade-off between usefulness
and naturalness, where usefulness refers to the precision of the visual representation and
naturalness to correspondence between the visual representation and memorised reality.
These two do not always correlate. In [55], experiments were carried out using images
with manipulated contrast and brightness. Usefulness was assumed to be linearly related
to the perceived brightness contrast, and the overall quality was described as a linear
combination of naturalness (N) and the brightness contrast (C):

Q = λ1N + λ2C + λ3, (3.9)

where λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the weights.

Yendrikhovskij added one attribute, the fidelity, ending up with the fidelity, usefulness,
naturalness (FUN) model [122]. Fidelity is defined as “the degree of apparent match
of the reproduced image with the external reference”. It is closely related to the full
reference quality assessment, and measures visibly annoying artefacts. Usefulness is
defined as “the degree of apparent suitability of the reproduced image to satisfy the
corresponding task”. For example, in medical imaging it is often more important that
lesions are easily distinguishable (high usefulness) instead of the acquired image being
accurately reproduced (high fidelity). Naturalness is defined as “the degree of apparent
match between reproduced image and internal reference, e.g. memory prototypes”. The
overall quality is seen as a weighted sum of fidelity (F ), usefulness (U) and naturalness
(N):

Q = w1F + w2U + w3N, (3.10)

where

wi ∈ [0, 1] and
3∑

i=1

wi = 1. (3.11)

Computational methods for fidelity are discussed in the next chapter. Mathematical
models for usefulness and naturalness are presented in [56]. The model for usefulness
is based on the assumption that an image is useful if items in the image have high
discriminability. The method for naturalness was restricted to the colour domain. The
method attempts to measure the match between perceived colour and the colour stored
in memory.

3.3.3 Other methods

Also, several other attempts have been made in modelling overall visual image qual-
ity, such as the power-law stimulus-response model by Hunt [50] and the image quality
criteria by Higgins [48]. Most efforts have been directed to full reference image quality
assessment. Over 100 methods to measure quality based on an ideal reference image have
been presented in the literature [82]. Methods range from simple mathematical distance
metrics to complex algorithms that model the human visual system. In Chapter 4, FR
assessment algorithms are discussed in detail.
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3.4 Overall quality of printed images

The previous section concerned overall quality models independent of the application.
Most of the approaches, especially those which focus on subjective attributes (“nesses”),
are valid also for print quality modelling. In addition, some efforts have been made
specifically towards the overall quality estimation of printed images.

3.4.1 Attribute based methods

Bartleson [5] studied the combined influence of sharpness and graininess on the qual-
ity of colour prints (cf. combination rules in Sec. 3.3.1). The test set contained 210
prints, where only sharpness (the modulation transfer function controlled by the print-
ing enlarger) and graininess (grain masks) covaried. For all samples, subjective quality,
graininess and sharpness were evaluated by two groups of 30 observers. The first one con-
sisted of experts, and the second one consisted of non-experts. The following combination
of the two attributes was discovered for the group of expert observers:

Q = [0.413S−3.4 + 0.422(10− G)−3.4]−1/3.4 − 0.532, (3.12)

where S is sharpness and G is graininess (10−G is grainlessness) perceived by observers.
Both vary between 1 to 9. The correlation between predicted quality and observed quality
was very high (0.996). The experiments revealed also other interesting results: the quality
tends to be determined by the poorer of the two attributes and the correlations between
expert and non-expert groups were reasonably high.

In [18], Document Appearance Characterization (DAC) attributes were presented. The
DAC attributes consist of two sets of high-level printed image quality descriptors, each
rated on an absolute scale of 0 to 100. The first set (basic image quality attributes)
include line quality, text quality, adjacency, micro uniformity, macro uniformity, effective
resolution, effective tone levels, colour rendition, process colour gamut, and gloss unifor-
mity. The second set (materials and stability attributes) consist of transparency quality,
range of substrates, paper flatness, archival, duplex quality, document feel, colour sta-
bility, image shape stability and spot colour quality. These attributes should concisely
describe the overall quality of prints. For example, line quality describes the overall
quality of lines by combining several technical line quality measures in a perceptually
meaningful way. The purpose of the image quality attributes is to provide a means of
describing overall quality and to be a basis for building overall image quality models.

The INCITS W1 committee started a project (W1.1) to develop a standard (ISO/IEC
WD 19751) for the appearance based image quality of a printing system, i.e. the standard
is based on human perception and not on printer technology characteristics [123]. The
proposed standard consist of appearance based attributes that should together be capable
of explaining all significant aspects of image quality. The first proposed set was the same
as the first set of the DAC. The W1.1 project has developed a flow-diagram to guide the
development of the standard (see Fig. 3.4) [107]. After the attributes are selected and
defined, the test targets are designed and hardcopy samples are generated. Hardcopy
samples are used for both subjective and objective evaluation. The development of
the objective metrics is guided by subjective evaluation. After correlations between
subjective evaluation and objective metrics are found, the objective metrics are validated
with an independent test.
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A: Define attributes

B: Design test targets

C: Generate hardcopy
samples of test targets

D: Digitise hardcopy
samples

E: Subjectively evaluate
hardcopy samples

G: Apply objective
metrics

H: Compare objective metrics
with subjective ratings

F: Develop objective
metrics

A2: Define attributes

B2: Design test targets

C2: Generate hardcopy
samples of test targets

D2: Digitise hardcopy
samples

E2: Subjectively evaluate
hardcopy samples

G2: Apply objective
metrics

H2: Compare objective metrics
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passI: Independent test

STOP

Figure 3.4: Flow-diagram to guide the development of the ISO 19751 stan-

dard [107].
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3.4.2 Reference based methods

The full reference approach is rarely used for printed media, despite the recent digital-
isation of printing technologies. The reason is obvious: in the pipeline from a digital
original to a print and again to a (scanned) digital image, the original undergoes var-
ious transformations which alter the image in a way that the FR assessment methods
cannot be used. With colour profiling, descreening and image registration procedures,
this problem can be mostly avoided by bringing the scanned image into correspondence
with the original, and the FR image quality can be computed. In [88], a method to
study the quality of a printed image by comparing it to its referential version has been
presented. However, the method only detects discrepancies between the aligned pixels
or regions of two printed and scanned images, and does not concern the overall quality
of print. In [118], a colour reproduction quality metric for printed natural images based
on the S-CIELAB model was presented. The method computes only colour differences
between two printed samples, and the registration is performed using registration marks,
so it cannot be considered as a general-purpose method. The full reference printed image
quality is addressed in more detail in Chapter 4.

3.5 Subjective evaluation

In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, mainly objective quality evaluation methods were discussed.
In contrast to them, subjective image quality refers to the human evaluation of the
excellence of an image. In the past, there has been a sceptical attitude towards human
beings as evaluators of quality due to the large inter-observer variability compared to
the repeatable objective measurements. The inter-observer variability is mainly caused
by individual differences and attentive processes [80]. However, with a well-controlled
experimental set-up of subjective evaluation, the variability issues can be handled [80].
After all, subjective evaluation data are the “ground truth” to validate the overall quality
models and methods presented above.

3.5.1 Selecting samples and observers

In the design of subjective experiments, three important decisions need to be made: 1)
the selection of samples, i.e. type, content, amount, etc. 2) the selection of observers,
i.e. type (expert or non-expert) and number, and 3) the selection of methods. The main
question related the sample selection is the generality of the obtained results. For simple
tasks, simple test patterns can be used, but for more complex tasks usually a photograph
or set of photographs is needed. Sometimes it may be useful to use a collage consisting of
both photographs and simple test patterns. If photographs are used, one must consider
the content of the images. Usually several different image contents are needed due to the
fact that different image quality attributes are visible in different images. The number of
samples is always a trade-off between the generalisability of the results and the duration
of the subjective tests. Humans usually experience fatigue after one hour of subjective
experiment, and thus, tests lasting over two hours should be avoided [80].

All observers need to have normal or corrected-to-normal vision. For example, colour
vision and contrast sensitivity tests can be carried out for potential observers [80]. The
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objectives of the subjective test determine the type of observers. Observers can be, for
example, sampled from the end users of a product or represent the general population.
Often a selection is made between experts and non-experts. Experts are more consistent
when evaluating quality, and thus a smaller number is adequate [80]. However, experts
often focus on different aspects of quality than customers. That is why non-experts are
often a better choice. The suitable number of observers depends on the task. An easy
task, such as the evaluation of a single quality attribute, causes smaller inter-observer
variability, and thus requires a smaller number of observers (often less than ten observers
is enough). When multidimensional overall quality (several quality attribute vary inde-
pendent from each other) is evaluated, the recommended number of observers is ten to
thirty [33].

3.5.2 Methods

Typical methods to perform subjective experiments include the following: 1) pair-wise
comparison, 2) ranking, 3) different rating scales, 4) multidimensional scaling and 5)
qualitative analysis [80]. The first three methods are used for one-dimensional scaling of
the overall quality or single attributes, and the last two are used to find out the underlying
subjective attributes. The last two methods can also be combined with the first three
methods to establish both the numerical scale of overall quality and quality attributes
related to it. Also the first three methods differ from each other. The ranking is fast
but does not provide information about the real similarity of the samples. The pair-wise
comparison provides more accurate magnitude data, but is more laborious. The selection
of the method should be made carefully based on the objectives of the experiments.

Pair-wise comparison

In the pair-wise comparison, observers evaluate two images at a time. An observer is
asked to select the better (or more grainy, colourful, etc.) of the two. The observer may
also be requested to define the difference between the two samples on a certain scale.
Typically, all different pairs are shown once to each observer. Opinions result in the
probability of the superiority of one sample over another (choice probability).

The main advantages of pair-wise comparison is that it is sensitive to small differences
and the results have a scale with a clear unit, just-noticeable difference. The JND can be
computed based on the choice probabilities by defining the JND to be a difference that
50% of observers notice. In pair-wise comparison, this means that 75% of observers choose
a certain sample (50% notice the difference and the other 50% choose randomly). The
scale can be computed using the following procedure: 1) convert the choice probabilities
of each sample to the Z value (z = (x − μ)/σ, where x, μ and σ are, respectively, the
choice probability of the sample, mean choice probability and standard deviation of the
choice probability); 2) compute the mean Z value for each sample (now samples are on
a scale whose unit is a standard deviation); 3) convert units into JNDs by multiplying
them by 0.67449 (P (Z < 0.67449) = 0.75).

The greatest problem of the pair-wise comparison is that for a large number of samples
the number of different pairs to be evaluated grows too much. Another problem arises
when the quality variation between samples is high. After a certain point, one sample is
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always rated better, leading to the unit choice probability, and the JND scale becomes
incorrect. [80]

Rank order

In the rank ordering, observers are simply asked to rank the samples based on their overall
quality or a single attribute. This procedure is much less time-consuming than pair-wise
comparison. Thus, tests can be made for a larger number of samples. The rank order
task is, however, more demanding for the observer compared to pair-wise comparison.
Instead of comparing two samples at a time, each sample is evaluated against all other
samples. Therefore, the rank order is not as accurate as the pair-wise comparison. Mean
ranks can be used as numerical values of overall quality. However, it should be noted
that it is difficult to know anything about the real differences between the samples. [80]

Category scaling and graphical rating scales

Category scaling is probably the most frequently used evaluation method due to its
seeming simplicity [80]. The idea is to evaluate quality using terms that are later replaced
with numerical values. The categories may be, for example, excellent (5), good (4), fair
(3), poor (2) and bad (1). Alternatively, the evaluation can be done on a continuous scale
from bad to excellent where the observer places the samples. Such scales are commonly
known as graphical rating scales. Similarly to other methods, also category scaling and
graphical rating scales can be used to evaluate a single attribute. The test set-up is easy,
and it is appropriate for a large number of samples. However, without a reference, it
is often difficult to define what is bad or good quality. This problem can be avoided
by providing anchor images for different scales (e.g. the lowest and highest quality).
Another problem is that the methods are not as sensitive to small differences as pair-
wise comparison.

Multidimensional scaling

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a method to visualise data by assuming that the dis-
similarities between the objects or samples are distances. All samples are mapped to
a lower-dimensional space which aims to retain the original distances between the sam-
ples [9]. In subjective experiments, the multidimensional scaling techniques can be used
to reveal the underlying dimensionality in a perceptual space. A distance matrix required
by the MDS algorithm is established by asking observers to judge the dissimilarities of
the samples. The problem of the MDS is that there is no shared standard for the use of
the methodology, and neither is there a method to validate the correctness of the results.

Qualitative methodology

All of the quantitative evaluation methods above can be supplement with qualitative
analysis. The idea is to gather information about the reasons behind the quality judge-
ments. Using the information, the underlying attributes contributing to the subjective
overall quality can be established. In practise, every time an observer makes a decision,
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he or she is asked to give a reasons. Observers are free to answer as they wish, i.e. no
predefined vocabulary is given. This leads to quite varying verbal descriptions, and thus
a further analysis is needed. From the answers, certain words are collected (primary
codes), and as the analysis proceeds, the primary codes are combined (e.g. ”unsharp“
and ”fuzzy“) to form attributes that contribute to the quality evaluation (e.g. sharpness).

3.6 Summary

The emphasis on the overall quality evaluation is the quality perceived by human ob-
servers. This can be approached via subjective experiments that produce numerical value
for overall quality or via models that aim to predict the subjective experiment result ob-
jectively. Several methods to predict the overall quality have been presented. Some try
to correlate physical or instrumental measurements directly with human perception, and
others form models of perceived quality through subjective attributes directly contribut-
ing to the perceived quality. Efforts have been made also towards the overall quality
estimation of printed images. Most of the studies focus on finding the minimal number
of appearance based print quality attributes explaining all important parts of perceived
print quality.

The image quality terminology varies notably between and within the different subfields
of image quality research. The following terms are used in this thesis:

Instrumental (image/print/paper quality) measure: an objective measure for quan-
titatively measuring a specific quality feature, such as edge sharpness or colour
gamut.

Subjective attribute: a perceptual attribute directly contributing to the observer’s
judgement of image quality, such as naturalness and colourfulness. In literature,
also the terms “ness”, perceptual attribute, and image quality attribute have been
used in a similar sense.

(Image) quality model: a model combining either instrumental measures or subjec-
tive attributes to a single numerical value.

Full reference quality assessment algorithm: an algorithm covering the procedure
from digital reference and input images to a numerical value representing the quality
of the input image.

Overall quality: the output of an image quality model or a full reference image qual-
ity assessment algorithm numerically estimating the customer’s judgement of the
quality.

Subjective score: the numerical result of subjective evaluations or the observer’s judge-
ment.

Next, two novel computational methods for the overall quality evaluation of digitally
printed images are presented. In Chapter 4, a framework to apply full reference quality
assessment algorithms to printed images is introduced, and in Chapter 5, a Bayesian
network based image quality model is discussed.
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Chapter IV

Full reference printed image quality

4.1 Overview

Digital image quality research has produced several full reference (FR) quality assessment
algorithms to measure the overall quality of images so that the result is consistent with the
subjective human opinion. For example, in [82] over 100 different full reference methods
found in literature are listed. A good introduction and comparison of the state-of-the-
art methods has been published by Sheikh et al. [97]. The FR image quality assessment
algorithms are commonly used in investigations of image compression, data transmission,
display optimisation, etc. However, these results are very application specific, their
subjective test material is limited, and most importantly, the results are not transferable
to print quality evaluation.

Comparisons of FR quality assessment (QA) algorithms have been presented in the lit-
erature. In [38], a set of simple mathematical image quality metrics, such as the average
difference, and two graphical metrics known as histograms and Hosaka plots, have been
compared against a subjective evaluation. The test set consisted of compressed images
with four different compression techniques. In [64], two well-known FR QA algorithms,
the Visual Difference Predictor [19] and the Sarnoff Visual Discrimination Model [67],
have been compared by using a test set composed of computer generated patterns, syn-
thesised images and natural pictures – the distortions used were blurring, patterned noise
and quantisation. In [73], three different QA algorithms have been evaluated using JPEG
compressed images with different bit rates. In [4], a number of QA algorithms includ-
ing mathematical distance metrics and human visual system based methods have been
compared. The test set of the study consisted of compressed images, blurred images
and Gaussian noise. A notable evaluation of FR QA algorithms with a solid statistical
significance analysis has been presented by Sheikh et al. [97]. They compared the state-
of-the-art image quality assessment algorithms using an extensive set of samples and
subjective tests. Currently the largest database of distorted images and subjective ex-
periments, namely Tampere Image Database (TID2008), has been presented in [85]. The
database consists of 1700 distorted images and 17 different types of distortions, such as,

43
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JPEG compression, spatially correlated noise, local block-wise distortions, Gaussian blur
and contrast change. Spearman rank order correlations and Kendall correlations between
several FR QA algorithms and subjective evaluation result have also been provided.

The main motivation for conducting this study and reporting its novel results was i) none
of the above-mentioned studies have considered the quality of printed images, and ii) the
distortion types in the earlier works have been artificial distortions, such as Gaussian noise
and blur, or in more realistic settings, image compression and transmission artefacts, but
these do not allow extensive generalisation and are certainly not characteristic of printed
media. The approach presented in this thesis differs from most of the earlier comparisons
of image QA algorithms since the focus is not on the overall visual quality of an image
within some abstract quality scale. Instead, the objective is to evaluate the overall visual
quality of print dependent on the paper grade but independent from the image content.
The content of this chapter is reported in [30] and [31].

4.2 Framework

When the quality of a compressed image is analysed by comparing it to the original
(reference) image, the FR metrics can be computed in a straightforward manner, cf.
computing “distance metrics”. This is possible because digital representations are in
correspondence, i.e. there exist no rigid, partly rigid or non-rigid (elastic) spatial shifts
between the images, and the compression should retain at least photometric equivalence.
This is not the case with printed media, however. In modern digital printing, a digi-
tal reference exists, but the image data undergoes various irreversible transformations,
especially in printing and scanning, until another digital image for the comparison is
established. In the following, the system where well-known methods are combined to
form an automatic framework for analysing the full reference image quality of printed
products, is described.

The first important consideration is related to the scanning process. Since the focus is
on print quality instead of scanning quality, the scanner must be an order of magnitude
better than the printing system. Fortunately, this is not difficult to achieve with the top-
quality scanners available, in which the sub-pixel accuracy of the original can be achieved.
It is important to use sub-pixel accuracy since it prevents the scanning distortions from
affecting the registration. Furthermore, to prevent photometric errors, the scanner colour
mapping should be adjusted to correspond to the original colour information. This can be
achieved by using the scanner profiling software accompanying the high-quality scanners.
Secondly, a printed image contains halftone patterns, and therefore, descreening is needed
to remove the high halftone frequencies and form a continuous tone image comparable
to the reference image. Thirdly, the scanned image needs to be accurately registered
with the original image before the FR QA algorithm or dissimilarity between the images
can be computed. The registration can be assumed to be rigid since non-rigidity is a
reproduction error itself.

Based on the discussion above, it is possible to sketch the main structure of the frame-
work. The framework structure and the data flow are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. First, the
printed halftone image is scanned using a colour-profiled scanner. Second, the descreen-
ing is performed using a Gaussian low-pass filter (GLPF) which produces a continuous
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Figure 4.1: The structure of the framework and data flow for computing full-

reference QA algorithms for printed images.
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tone image. To perform the descreening in a more perceptually plausible way, the image
is converted to the CIE L*a*b* colour space in which the colour channels are filtered
separately. The CIE L*a*b* spans a perceptually uniform colour space and does not
suffer from problems related to e.g. RGB, where the colour differences do not correspond
to the human visual system [117]. Moreover, the filter cut-off wavelength is limited by
the printing resolution and should not be higher than 0.5 mm, which is the smallest
detail visually disturbing to the human eye when the unevenness of a print is evaluated
from the viewing distance of 30 cm [92]. In ideal conditions, the acuity limit of the
human eye can be as small as 0.017◦, which corresponds to 0.1 mm [115]. To make the
input and reference images comparable, the reference image needs to be filtered with an
identical cut-off wavelength. The colour profiling of the scanner provides a “photometric
registration” and the descreening a “physiological registration” – in the end, a spatial
registration is needed.

4.2.1 Rigid image registration

Rigid image registration was considered as a difficult problem until the invention of
general interest point detectors, and rotation and scale invariant descriptors. These
methods provide an unparametrised approach to finding accurate and robust correspon-
dence essential for the registration. The most popular method which combines both
interest point detection and description is David Lowe’s scale-invariant feature trans-
form (SIFT) [66]. Registration based on SIFT features has been utilised, for example,
in mosaicing panoramic views [12]. The registration consists of the following stages: i)
extracting local features from both images, ii) matching the features (correspondence),
iii) finding a 2-D homography for the correspondences, and finally, iv) transforming one
image into another.

The presented method performs a scale and rotation invariant extraction of local features
using SIFT. The SIFT method also provides descriptors which can be used for matching.
As a standard procedure, the random sample consensus (RANSAC) principle presented
in [44] is applied to find the best homography using exact homography estimation for the
minimum number of points and linear estimation methods for all “inliers”. The linear
methods are robust and accurate also for the final estimation since the number of corre-
spondences is typically quite large (several thousands of points). In the framework the
implemented linear homography estimation methods are Umeyama for isometry and sim-
ilarity [102], and the restricted direct linear transform (DLT) for affine homography [47].
The only adjustable parameters in the method are the number of random iterations and
the inlier distance threshold for the RANSAC. The number of iterations can be can be
seen as a trade off between the computation time and the probability of successful reg-
istration. However, the homography estimation forms an insignificant proportion of the
total computation time, and thus a large value for the number of iterations is advis-
able. A tight inlier threshold was empirically shown to cause an unstable registration
result and a rather high threshold value to still produce accurate registration. Based on
these observations, the number of random iterations and the inlier distance threshold
can be safely set respectively to 2000 and 0.7 mm (10 pixels with 360 dpi resolution).
This makes the entire registration algorithm practically parameter free. For the image
transformation, standard remapping using bicubic interpolation is utilised.
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In some cases, e.g. if the paper in the printer or imaging head of the scanner do not
move at a constant speed, registration may need to be performed in a piecewise manner to
obtain accurate registration results. One noteworthy benefit of the piecewise registration
is that after joining the registered image parts, the falsely registered images are clearly
visible and can be either re-registered or eliminated from biasing further studies.

4.2.2 Registration error

Before continuing to image quality or fidelity computation, the success of the registra-
tion was studied by examining error magnitudes and orientations in different parts of the
image. For a good registration result in general, the magnitudes should be small and ran-
dom, and similarly their orientations should be randomly distributed. The registration
error was estimated by setting the inlier threshold, used by the RANSAC, to relatively
loose, and by studying the relative locations of accepted local features (matches) be-
tween the reference and input images after registration. This should be a good estimate
of the geometrical error of the registration. Despite the fact that the loose inlier thresh-
old causes many false matches, most of the matches are still correct, and the trend of
distances between the correspondence in different parts of the image describes the real
geometrical registration error.

In Fig. 4.2, the registration errors are visualised for similarity as the selected homography.
The similarity should be the correct homography, as in the ideal case, the printer and
scanner maintain the aspect ratio, and the homography between the original image and
its printed reproduction should be similarity (translation, rotation and scaling). However,
as it can be seen in Fig. 4.2(a), the registration is accurate only in the centre of the image
where the number of local features is high. However, the error magnitudes increase to
over 10 pixels near the image borders, which is far from sufficient for FR assessment
algorithms. The reason for the spatially varying inaccuracy can be seen from Fig. 4.2(b),
where the error orientations are away from the centre on the left and right side of the
image, and towards the centre on the top and at the bottom. The correct interpretation
is that there exists small stretching in the printing direction. This stretching is not
fatal for the human eye, but it causes a transformation which does not follow similarity.
Similarity must be replaced with another more general transformation, affinity being the
most intuitive. In Fig. 4.3, the registration errors for affine transformation are visualised.
Now, the registration errors are very small over the whole image (Fig. 4.3(a)) and the
error orientations correspond to a uniform random distribution (Fig. 4.3(b)).

Above discussion about the accuracy of the registration did not provide a quantitative
estimate for the registration error. However, there exists several reasons to consider
the registration accuracy as adequate. First of all, the experiments with real data (see
Sec. 6.2) provided high correlations between the best FR quality assessment algorithms
and subjective human evaluation suggesting that the whole framework works well. Sec-
ondly, the visual examination of the registration results suggests that the registration
is accurate as can be seen from Fig. 4.4. As mentioned earlier, registration can be per-
formed in a piecewise manner. In the experiments with real data, all the images were
registered in two parts and none of the registered images had visible border between
image parts, which is another argument for the adequate accuracy of the registration.
Finally, it should be noted that due to the low-pass filtering in the descreening step, the
registration does not necessarily have to have sub-pixel accuracy.
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Figure 4.2: Registration error of similarity transformation: (a) image; (b) error

magnitudes; (c) error orientations.
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Figure 4.3: Registration error of affine transformation: (a) error magnitudes;

(b) error orientations.

4.2.3 Image quality computation

In the case of printed image quality assessment, FR QA algorithms have some special
requirements. Although the above-mentioned registration works well, small errors may
occur. Because of this, simple pixelwise distance formulations, such as the root mean
square error (RMSE), do not work well. In other words, a good FR QA algorithm should
not be sensitive to such small registration errors. A more notable problem emerges
from the subjective tests which are carried out using printed (hardcopy) samples while
the reference (original) image is in digital form. As a consequence, the reference image
cannot be taken into the subjective evaluation and the evaluators do not usually see
the actual reference. Therefore, FR QA algorithms that just compute simple similarity
between the reference image and the input image do not succeed. In the next section,
different approaches to FR QA algorithms and their differences will be discussed. The
QA algorithms selected for the statistical evaluation (presented in Sec. 6.2) are discussed
in more detail.

4.3 Full reference image quality assessment algorithms

Several approaches to develop FR QA algorithms have been proposed. Generally, FR
QA algorithms can be divided into three groups: arbitrary signal fidelity criteria, human
vision system (HVS) error-based methods and methods that use natural scene statistics.
The first group mainly contains mathematical distance formulations that are applied to
image quality assessment, hoping that they correlate well with perceptual quality. The
second group consists of computationally heavy methods that model the HVS. Methods
in the third group examine the problem from an information theoretic point of view.
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Figure 4.4: Small details to visualise the accuracy of the registration (one pixel

corresponds to 0.07mm in printed image): (a)-(b) regions in the original image

after GLPF; (c)-(d) the same regions in the printed and scanned image after

registration and descreening.
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4.3.1 Arbitrary signal fidelity criteria

Several mathematical distance formulations that compute similarity or dissimilarity be-
tween two matrices (images) have been evaluated in [38] and [4]. The most widely used
metrics are the mean squared error (MSE):

MSE =
1

NM

M−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

(A(i, j) − B(i, j))2 (4.1)

and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR):

PSNR = 10 log10

R

MSE
, (4.2)

where A(i, j) and B(i, j) are the luminances of the original and input image at point
(i, j), and R is the luminance range. These methods have several advantages: they are
computationally efficient and have a clear physical meaning. MSE can be generalised
to colour images by computing the Euclidean distance in the perceptually uniform CIE
L*a*b* colour space as

LabMSE =
1

MN

M−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

[ΔL∗(i, j)2 + Δa∗(i, j)2 + Δb∗(i, j)2] (4.3)

where ΔL∗(i, j), Δa∗(i, j) and Δb∗(i, j) are differences for the colour components at
point (i, j). This metric is known as the L*a*b* perceptual error [4].

In [103], a method to apply fuzzy similarity measures to image quality assessment was
presented. In the method, grey-level images were treated as fuzzy sets. Prior to comput-
ing the similarity, the images were further divided into regions with different weights to
better adapt to the human perception. The method was extended in [104] by combining
histogram similarity measures to the earlier pixelwise similarity measures, and in [105],
it was generalised to colour images.

The universal quality index (UQI) was introduced in [110], and a further improvement
was presented in [113] in the form of the structural similarity metric (SSIM). The basic
idea of these metrics is to measure the loss of image structure, i.e., pixels near to each
other have strong dependencies which carry information about the structure of the ob-
jects in the visual scene [113]. The HVS is assumed to be highly adapted to structural
information [111], and structural distortions should be treated in a different manner than
distortions arising form variations in lightning, such as brightness and contrast changes.
SSIM between two images x and y is defined as

SSIM = l(x, y)α · c(x, y)β · s(x, y)γ (4.4)

where
l(x, y) =

2x̄ȳ + C1

x̄2 + ȳ2 + C1
(4.5)

c(x, y) =
2σxσy + C2

σ2
x + σ2

y + C2
(4.6)
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s(x, y) =
2σx,y + C3

σxσy + C3
(4.7)

l(x, y) is the luminance distortion (comparison based on mean intensities x̄ and ȳ), c(x, y)
is the contrast distortion (comparison based on standard deviations σx and σy of the in-
tensities), and s(x, y) is the structural distortion (correlation after luminance and contrast
normalisation). UQI is a special case of SSIM with α = β = γ = 1 and C1 = C2 = C3 = 0.
This is why UQI gives unstable results when the mean intensities or intensity variances of
reference and input images are very close to each other. However, for printed images this
is hardly ever the case. For image quality assessment, UQI and SSIM are applied locally.
In UQI, this is implemented by using an 8 × 8 window which moves pixel-by-pixel over
the image, while in SSIM, windowing is performed by using an 11×11 circular-symmetric
Gaussian weighting function.

The presented SSIM algorithm is most effective if used on the appropriate scale, which is
difficult to obtain. To avoid this problem, multi-scale (MS) SSIM [114] was proposed. In
MS-SSIM, input and reference images are iteratively low-pass filtered and downsampled
by a factor of 2. MS-SSIM is defined as

MS–SSIM = lM (x, y)αM ·
M∏

j=1

cj(x, y)βj · sj(x, y)γj , (4.8)

where M is the number of different scales. lj(x, y), cj(x, y) and sj(x, y) are, respectively,
the luminance, contrast and structural distortions for jth scale, computed similarly to
single-scale SSIM.

The visual signal-to-noise ratio (VSNR) presented in [15] estimates the visual fidelity
of images based on near-threshold and suprathreshold properties of human vision. The
method consists of two stages. In the first stage, wavelet-based models are used to
compute the threshold for detection of distortions. This threshold is used to determine
whether the distortions in input image are visible to human eye. If the distortions are not
visible, the input image is considered to be perfect quality, otherwise the method proceeds
to the next stage. In the second stage low-level property of perceived contrast and the
mid-level property of global precedence are considered. These properties are modelled as
distances in distortion-contrast space, and the final VSNR value is computed as weighted
sum of the distances.

4.3.2 HVS error-based methods

A distorted image can be divided into an undistorted reference signal and an error signal.
A typical HVS image QA algorithm is based on the assumption that the loss of perceptual
quality is directly related to the visibility of the error signal [113]. These QA algorithms
operate by weighting different aspects of the error signal based on their visibility. The
approach was first introduced by Mannos and Sakrison [69]. Other popular HVS error
based methods are the Visual Difference Predictor (VDP) by Daly [19] and the Sarnoff
Visual Discrimination Model [67].

A typical scheme for computing HVS error-based QA algorithms consists of the following
steps: preprocessing, contrast sensitivity function (CSF) filtering, channel decomposition,
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error-normalisation and error pooling [113]. The preprocessing step includes, for example,
colour space transforms and low-pass filtering to simulate the point-spread function of the
eye optics. In the CSF filtering step, the image is weighted according to the sensitivity
of the HVS to different spatial and temporal frequencies. In the channel decomposition
step, the image is separated into subbands (channels) using, for example, the discrete
cosine transform or a wavelet transform. In the next step, the error (the difference
between the reference and input image) is computed for each channel and weighted to
convert the errors into units of just noticeable difference (JND). Finally, the errors in
different channels are combined into a single scalar using, for example, the Minkowski
distance [113].

The HVS model of VDP [19] is a typical example containing three main steps: amplitude
non-linearity, CSF weighting and a series of detection mechanisms. First, each image is
passed through a non-linear response function to simulate the adaptation and response
of retinal neurons. Second, the images are weighted with the CSF in the frequency
domain and converted to local contrast information. Next, the images are divided into
31 channels (five spatial frequency bands combined with six orientation bands and one
orientation-independent band) and transformed back to the spatial domain. A masking
function is applied to each channel separately, and finally, error pooling is performed to
sum up the probabilities of visible differences in all channels to a single map of detection
probabilities, which characterises the regions in the input image that are visually different
from the original image.

In the noise quality measure (NQM) [21], a model-restored image is computed instead
of the residual image. This means that both the original and degraded input image are
passed through a restoring algorithm using the same parameters. The NQM is defined
as

NQM = 10 log10

( ∑
i

∑
j O2

s(i, j)∑
i

∑
j(Os(i, j) − Is(i, j))

)
, (4.9)

where Os(i, j) is the simulated version of the model restored image and Is(i, j) is the
restored image. The HVS model in NQM is based on Peli’s contrast pyramids [83].

The perceptual Image Difference (PDiff) [121] was originally developed for the needs
of image rendering. The method is largely based on Daly’s VDP algorithm. Both the
reference and input images are first transformed into a CIE L*a*b* colour space, and the
CSF is applied. The visual masking is performed similarly to the VDP algorithm, and
finally, the difference between reference and input image is computed. The difference is
categorised as unperceivable if certain conditions are filled for both lightness and chroma
components.

Several limitations of the HVS error-based QA algorithms are listed in [113]. All HVS
error-based QA algorithms are founded on two fundamental assumptions: 1) the error vis-
ibility is equal to the loss of quality and 2) the vision models derived from psychophysical
experiments using simple test patterns are generalisable to the image quality assessment
of complex natural images. It is not clear whether these assumptions are correct.
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4.3.3 Image quality assessment algorithms using natural scene statistics

A third way to approach the quality assessment problem is the statistical viewpoint.
Natural scene statistics (NSS) refers to the statistical properties of natural images as
a distinction to the statistics of artificial images such as text, paintings or computer
generated graphics. A review on the statistical modelling of natural images and their
applications can be found in [100]. It is plausible that the biological evolution of the
HVS has been controlled by adaptation to natural environments, and thus, modelling
the NSS and the HVS are essentially dual problems [96].

The information fidelity criterion (IFC) based on the NSS has been presented in [96].
In the criterion, quality is evaluated by using the NSS and distortion models to find
statistical information shared by the original and input images. The NSS model used is
a Gaussian scale mixture [108] in the wavelet domain. Since the NSS and HVS modelling
are assumed to be dual problems, some parts of the HVS are already involved in the
NSS model of IFC. However, e.g. contrast sensitivity and the point spread function are
missing. In visual information fidelity (VIF) [95], which is an extension of the IFC, the
HVS model is added to include these aspects.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, a framework was presented to generalise full reference quality assessment,
common in digital image quality research, to printed images. The framework consists
of designed scanning, descreening, image registration and image quality computation
procedures. The descreening is carried out using a Gaussian low-pass filter in the CIE
L*a*b* colour space. The cut-off wavelength should be high enough to filter out the
raster pattern not existing in the original (reference) image and low enough that all of
the information affecting the perceived quality remains after filtering. The proposed
method for image registration, i.e. alignment of the input and reference image, is a well-
known feature based method, employing SIFT for interest point detection and matching,
and RANSAC for homography estimation.

The most common and state-of-the-art full reference quality assessment algorithms were
briefly presented. Algorithms can be divided into three groups: arbitrary signal fidelity
criteria, HVS error-based methods, and methods that use natural scene statistics. The
first group mainly contains mathematical distance formulations that are applied to image
quality assessment, hoping that they correlate well with perceptual quality. The second
group consists of computationally heavy methods that model the HVS. Methods in the
third group examine the problem from an information theoretic point of view. The pre-
sented algorithms are statistically evaluated in Sec. 6.2. In the next chapter a completely
different approach to the problem of evaluating the overall quality is presented.



Chapter V

Bayesian network model of overall print quality

5.1 Overview

In realistic and challenging visual evaluation tasks involving aesthetic or even personal
attributes, it is highly unlikely that the overall visual print quality can be measured
with a single measurement and represented by a single scalar value [60]. Even in re-
stricted settings with artefactual or preferential attributes, human evaluators are likely
to give different ratings for the same samples. With simple visual assessment tasks, the
physiological cause for the variation near the just-noticeable difference (JND) of a visual
attribute arises from differences between the observers and from the stochastic nature
of perception. Despite the fact that photoreceptor cells in the human retina can detect
even single photons [6], the absorption of a photon by a photoreceptor pigment is a ran-
dom process, detection thresholds are dependent on the adaptation of the visual system,
and the photoreceptor functionality is affected by inherent noise [7]. When the visual
attributes composing a stimulus are well above the JND levels, only the consistency of an
individual observer in her judgement (personal variation in the evaluation criteria) and
the level of agreement in a jury of observers affect the variation of the combined result.
In the case of a jury, also cultural factors and physiological differences can have an effect
on the evaluation. When the visual assessment task is made more realistic by evaluating
natural images of high quality, however, the subjective assessments are affected by the
JNDs of related visual attributes, by the inconsistency of an individual observer, and by
the level of agreement within a jury of observers. To keep the variation at a reasonable
level, it is essential to carefully design both the visual stimuli and evaluation task for the
subjective experiment.

The stochastic nature of perception and interpretation of visual information motivates
to treat the overall quality and its attributes as probability distributions. For this pur-
pose, the Bayesian theory provides a natural tool for modelling and analysis. A Bayesian
network is an attractive choice since it is a probabilistic model that represents a set of
random variables (instrumental measurements and subjective attributes) and their con-
ditional independences with a directed graph. The idea of using Bayesian networks for
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modelling visual quality is not completely new. In [23] and [86], Bayesian networks were
used to describe the overall image quality. However, these studies were not complete.
In [23], a network was used to combine noise [21] and distortion measures [22]. The
work reported in [86] was more similar to this work since the authors used the network
to combine objective and subjective assessment data. The objective measurements were
given as input values, and the overall image quality was viewed as a probability distribu-
tion of ratings. The previous works did not consider the problem of how to establish the
network structure automatically based on true data. Instead, they showed the potential
of Bayesian networks to model image quality and similar phenomena.

The content of this chapter is reported in [32]. The idea in [86] is advanced by proposing
a method which automatically optimises the structure of the Bayesian network for using
it as a model of visual print quality. This is done by making elementary hypotheses about
the behaviour of the overall quality with respect to the objective (instrumental) measures
(prior) and by computing the model fitness through simulation. The structure optimi-
sation method is a genetic algorithm mainly due to the complexity of the optimisation
problem and to the need for simulation to evaluate the fitness of a solution. The main
contribution is an evolve-estimate-simulate optimisation loop, where the structure and
connections are evolved using an evolutionary approach, network parameters estimated
using the maximum likelihood rule, and network performance evaluated using simulation.
The final network forms statistical dependencies between the psychometric data and in-
strumental measurements. The network can be used as a unified model representing and
explaining the phenomenon and as a more practical tool producing a single visual quality
index (VQI) for any printed product.

Bayesian networks can be used as a tool for decision making under uncertainty. A
network is a graph with nodes and vertices with parameters. The parameters represent
conditional probabilities of node outputs given node inputs. Typical applications for
Bayesian networks are, for example, medical diagnosis [75], troubleshooting [10], student
modelling [119], complex genetic models [46], and crime analysis [77]. In the following,
Bayesian networks as a model of visual print quality is formalised.

5.2 Selecting instrumental measures for the model

The first step to construct a Bayesian network is to select appropriate nodes. The
input of the overall print quality model consists of instrumental measures presented
in Sec. 2.3. From the large amount of different measurable quantities, a set of most
important measures need to be selected. The research problem is to devise a method
to reveal the possible connections between the human visual quality perception and
instrumental and physical features. This problem can be approached by simplifying
it: instead of perceived quality, perceived similarity can be studied. Thus, a method
to reveal the correspondence between the similarity or dissimilarity of an instrumental
measurement and perceptual dissimilarity is needed. Subjective evaluation procedures
to collect the dissimilarity data are presented in Sec. 6.1.4.

The first obvious measure of correspondence would be simple linear correlation. This,
however, includes several severe problems. Correlation only measures the linear rela-
tionship, which cannot be the case between instrumental print quality measures and
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subjective visual quality. In addition, due to the laborious nature of carrying out visual
experiments, the amount of data remains small, and therefore, the correlation coefficients
very unreliable. The correlation could be computed for a single instrumental measure,
but its explanatory power would remain insufficient. On the other hand, studying com-
binations of several measures would be numerically infeasible. Most importantly, the
human evaluation results, i.e. perceived similarities, cannot be ranked. For each sample,
it is possible to decide which of the remaining samples is the most similar, but it is impos-
sible to rank all samples on some monotonously increasing or decreasing scale. Therefore,
any comparison procedure should be based on pair-wise similarities, not ranking.

5.2.1 Cumulative match score histograms

For the investigation of the similarity (explanatory power) between the instrumental
measures and human evaluation, the use of a cumulative match score was proposed
in [27]. The idea for the method originates from the biometric authentication research
community where an important problem is how to compare different methods for face
recognition or verification. A generally accepted measure is the match score introduced
in the FERET protocol [84]. The cumulative match score prefers methods where similar
samples (different images of the same person in FERET) are close to each other. In
FERET, the ground truth information is the known identities of persons in the images. In
the case of printed products, the ground truth is the human evaluation: if an instrumental
measure always prefers the same sample as the human does, there must be a relationship
between the instrumental features and the “features” humans use in their judgement.
Vice versa, if two samples are visually perceived as being close to each other, they
should be close to each other also based on the instrumental measurements. If a measure
fails to meet the criterion, it is classified as irrelevant for subjective overall quality.
It is also noteworthy that this evaluation method is inherently based on topological
properties (samples of which are close to each other in the feature space), not the base
(manifold) structure from the problem point of view. The tailored procedure to compute
the cumulative match score is presented in Algorithm 1. Note that the algorithm is not
restricted to any particular distance measure.

Algorithm 1 Cumulative match score for comparing distances in any vector space to a
space where only pair-wise similarity information is available
1: Set pair-wise data as the ground truth (human evaluation)
2: for each sample do
3: Find the best match in the ground truth space
4: In the evaluation space (instrumental measure) compute all pair-wise distances to

the sample
5: Sort samples based on the distances
6: Find the best ground truth match in the sorted list
7: Store index number
8: end for
9: Compute the cumulative histogram of the match indices

The nth bin of the cumulative histogram tells “how many times (percent of all samples)
the ground truth match (human evaluation) has been within the set of n closest samples
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in the second evaluation space (instrumental)”. The advantage of the method is that
information about the type of the relation (linear or non-linear) is not required and
neither is the optimal value for the measure. The comparison of any evaluation spaces
is straightforward. However, since the scale and type of the relation are not taken into
account, the method does not tell how the overall quality should be modelled. Only
evidence of the measures which should be used is available.

The cumulative match score is asymmetric, i.e. it may give different results with respect
to which of the evaluation spaces is used as the ground truth. In the case of printed
products, for example, if the instrumental measures were used as the ground truth, the
cumulative match score would answer the question: “Are technically close samples (based
on a single measure) visually close to each other?” Thus, the cumulative match score
would give good results only when the examined instrumental measure explains the whole
perceived quality. Usually, no matter how important a factor an instrumental measure is
for the perceived quality, there can be another quantity that causes large visual differences
to the samples that are similar based on the selected instrumental measure. This is why
human evaluation is used as the ground truth: “Are visually close samples technically
close to each other?”

The cumulative match score can utilise any distance function, but the Euclidean distance
is the most straightforward. To prevent the domination of large scale measures, the
normalised Euclidean distance can be used:

ds(p, q) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

1
σ2

i

(pi − qi)2, (5.1)

where p = (p1, p2, ..., pn) and q = (q1, q2, ..., qn) are feature vectors containing values of
the instrumental measures and σ2

i is the variance of the ith measure over all samples.

A comparison of two cumulative match score histograms can be carried out either by
visually examining the plotted graphs (histograms) or quantitatively with a selected
goodness metric that gives a scalar value for each cumulative match score histogram. In
this work, the normalised area under the histogram graph is used as the goodness metric:

C =
∑M

i=1 bi

MbM
, (5.2)

where M is the number of bins in the histogram, bi is the ith bin, and MbM the area of
the optimal cumulative match score histogram. The optimal area is used to normalise
the values into the interval [0, 1]. The goodness value is similar to the “area under the
ROC curve” used in benchmarking visual object categorisation methods (see e.g. [39]).
The larger the value C is, the better is the correspondence with the human evaluation
result.

The cumulative match score histogram experiments are presented in Sec. 6.3.1. A large
amount of different instrumental measures are tested and the best ones are selected as
inputs for the Bayesian network model.
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5.3 General structure of the network

The basic structure depicted in Fig. 5.1 is used for the Bayesian network. On the left, the
nodes represent objective instrumental measures that are the essential external model in-
puts, and on the right, the node represents the overall quality, the network output in the
form of a probability distribution within the range of possible values. The middle portion
contains subjective attributes which represent the abstract quality concepts shared and
used by the individuals to form the basis of overall quality. These attributes were iden-
tified in human experiments using psychometric tests described later in Sec. 6.1.4. The
subjective attributes form an intermediate layer which transforms the objective measures
to probabilistic overall quality.

The arrows indicate the causality of the model. In the network, the subjective attributes
are interpreted as “the reality” that is desired to be measured. On the one hand, the
subjective attributes induce a certain measuring result (instrumental measurements),
and additionally, their combination forms the perceived overall quality. This is why the
direction of the causality is from the subjective attributes to the instrumental measures as
well as to the overall quality. However, constraining the direction of the causality towards
the instrumental measures does not prevent the inference of subjective attributes and
the overall quality based on the instrumental measures.

The basic structure is, to some degree, based on Engeldrum’s image quality circle (see
Fig. 3.3). The instrumental measures correspond to the physical image parameters, and
subjective attributes to customer perceptions. In this sense, the presented Bayesian
network is a combination of visual algorithms and a “ness” based image quality model.

It is important to notice that the objective instrumental measures on the left in Fig. 5.1

Figure 5.1: The basic Bayesian network structure and examples of distributions

of random variables representing the inputs and output of the model.
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can be accurately and repeatedly measured from printed photographs and test fields.
The overall quality, or more precisely, its distributions from a jury of observers, can be
estimated by carrying out psychometric experiments. From this viewpoint, the model
produces the most likely distribution of the overall quality opinions of observers, if the
same material is physically presented to a number of them. The instrumental measures
can be selected using cumulative match score histograms presented in Sec. 5.2.1. The
selection of subjective attributes should be based on systematic interviews of observers
during the subjective experiments.

5.4 Inference with Bayesian Network

Inference with a Bayesian network means the computation of marginal distribution
(model output) based on evidence (model inputs). The junction tree algorithm can
be used for the inference [57]. The basic idea of the junction tree algorithm is to form
a tree-structured Bayesian network equivalent to the initial multi-connected network.
The junction tree algorithm consists of three steps. First, the directed acyclic graph is
moralised, that is, nodes that have a common child are connected and the edges are made
undirected. Second, the graph is triangulated to make it chordal. Third, the junction
tree is constructed from the triangulated graph. For a tree structured Bayesian network,
inference (computation of the conditional probabilities) can be performed in linear time.

Let G = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph. Each node i ∈ V corresponds to a random
variable Xi with finite-set states, and pai is the set of parents of node i. Using the chain
rule, a joint probability distribution represented by a Bayesian network is

p(x) =
K∏

k=1

p(xk|pak) . (5.3)

A constructed network is an efficient tool for probabilistic inference. However, building
such a network, especially finding its structure, remains the main problem. In the next
section, the optimisation of a network structure in the case of print quality evaluation
is discussed, and a method to find a model with a limited amount of training data is
proposed.

5.5 Structure learning

Learning the optimal structure for a Bayesian network has been shown to be NP-
complete [16]. As a consequence, full search methods are infeasible. Moreover, the
laborious nature of collecting subjective data severely limits the available amount of
training data. Therefore, also most heuristic methods, such as the PC algorithm [99],
are not applicable. The structure optimisation is, however, essential for solving the
problem and needs to be implemented into the learning process.

In the case of print quality modelling, it is possible to form a number of hypotheses on how
the model should behave. For example, if the undesired solid printed area unevenness
(mottling) increases while the other objective measures remain the same, the overall
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quality should decline. Similarly, if the colour gamut (a subset of colours a paper grade
can reproduce with the available inks) expands, then the overall quality should improve.
Using these heuristic and intuitively correct regulation rules, it is possible to produce a
scalar value representing how logically correct a model is, that is, by randomly pruning
how well model behaviour follows the hypotheses. This leads to a complex optimisation
task: finding such a Bayesian network structure that the model behaves as consistently as
possible after its parameters have been estimated using the training data. In this learning
scheme, a network is not evaluated according to how well it represents the training data,
but how well it represents the prior knowledge after the estimation with the training
data. Therefore, the prior knowledge of behaviour acts as a regularisation term which
enables the optimisation process with a small number of data points.

5.5.1 Optimisation problem

Examples of the hypotheses related to the behaviour of the network are listed in Table 5.1.
These hypotheses are dependent on the selected instrumental measures, and thus, they
are not fixed until the best instrumental measures are found using CMSH (see Sec. 6.3.2).
The hypotheses are simply evaluated by computing the marginal distribution of overall
quality with selected instrumental measure values set as evidence, and then, changing
the value of a single instrumental measure and examining the change in the marginal
distribution of overall quality. To avoid the comparison of distributions, their expected
values are used. The expected value of overall quality can be seen as an estimate for the
mean opinion score (MOS) over all of the observers.

Table 5.1: Examples of prior rules as hypotheses for optimising the structure.

Id Change on input Effect on overall quality
H1 Mottling increases decrease
H2 Colour densities increase increase
H3 Colour gamut increases increase
H4 Gloss increases increase
H5 Edge blurriness increases decrease
H6 Edge raggedness increases decrease

The computation of marginal distributions is time consuming, and therefore, testing all
prior hypotheses with all possible input (instrumental measures) combinations is infeasi-
ble. Instead, a number of random comparisons which provides statistical significance is
selected, and the instumental measures are sampled from a uniform distribution. Let n
be the sample size, that is, the number of tests per hypothesis, and Xi the test result (1
if a hypothesis is supported and 0 if not). Now,

p∗n =
n∑

i=1

Xi/n (5.4)

is the proportion of tests supporting the hypothesis: the higher the value, the better the
evaluated model follows the hypothesis. Let p = E[Xi] be the true value of p∗n when all
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possible input combinations are tested. Let us select the sample size n from

P (|p∗n − p| ≤ ε) ≥ Pε, (5.5)

that is, p∗n should not differ from p more than ε with the probability Pε. According to
the central limit theorem,

p∗n ∼ N(p,
p(1 − p)

n
), (5.6)

and now,

P

⎛
⎝|Z| ≤ ε√

p(1−p)
n

⎞
⎠ ≥ Pε, (5.7)

where Z ∼ N(0, 1). It is apparent that the sample size depends on p, and p(1 − p)
reaches its maximum value (1/4) when p = 1/2. Using Eq. 5.7, it is now straightforward
to calculate the optimal sample sizes for different ε and Pε (Table 5.2).

Table 5.2: The minimum sample sizes (the number of hypothesis tests) for dif-

ferent ε and Pε (the resulting error is smaller than ε with the probability Pε).

Pε ε = 0.01 ε = 0.05 ε = 0.10
0.9 6764 271 68
0.95 9604 384 96

Next, the fitness function is formed based on the prior hypothesis evaluations. Let Xi,j

be the result of the jth hypothesis in the ith test, wj the weight for the jth hypothesis,
and M the number of hypotheses. Now, the fitness function to be maximised can be
formed as

f =

∑M
j=1(wj

∑n
i=1 Xi,j/n)∑6

j=1 wj

. (5.8)

It should be noted that if the number of vertices in the graph increases considerably,
the situation may occur that the number of parents of some node is too large and the
parameter estimation fails. This is due to the limited amount of training data and the
fact the complexity of the joint distribution of a node grows exponentially in proportion
to the number of its parents [8]. This further causes hypothesis tests to fail and the
fitness function value to decline. This, on the other hand, favours compact networks
where only the most important edges remain. Therefore, the presented fitness function
also prevents over fitting to the existing data. In the experiments, the weights wi were
set to 1 for all i, that is, all hypotheses were equally important.

5.5.2 Genetic algorithms

The genetic/evolutionary approach was adopted mainly due to the complexity of the
optimisation problem and the need of simulation to evaluate the fitness. Typical to all
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NP-complete problems, evolutionary approaches have been applied also to the structural
optimisation of Bayesian networks [62]. The earlier studies, however, typically optimise
the structure directly for the given training data. This work differs from them in the
sense that the training data is used only for parameter estimation, and the evolutionary
strategy is applied only to guide the search towards solutions which are supported by
the hypotheses. Moreover, with the limited data, structural optimisation using only the
data would be impossible.

A tailored genetic algorithm for the structure optimisation is presented in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Genetic algorithm
1: Choose an initial population of size N
2: Estimate the model parameters for each population member
3: Evaluate the fitness of each initial population member using Eq. 5.8
4: repeat
5: Randomly select pairs of individuals for crossover
6: Generate a new population by uniform crossover and random mutations
7: Estimate the model parameters for each population member
8: Evaluate the fitness of each member of new population
9: Combine the previous and new population, and select the N best individuals for the

next iteration
10: until termination

The Bayesian network structure is represented by adjacency matrices and converted to
the population members by concatenating the matrix entries to vectors as

a11a21...an1a12a22...ann, where aij =

{
1 if j is a parent of i

0 otherwise
(5.9)

In Algorithm 2, crossover means that some edges are swapped between two individuals
with a fixed probability (crossover probability), and mutation that edges are removed
or added randomly with a fixed probability (mutation probability). It should be noted
that the crossover and mutation steps can produce offsprings which are not allowed, that
is, the network structure becomes cyclic. This is handled by setting the fitness of each
illegal population member to 0, which eliminates them before the next iteration.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, a Bayesian network approach of the overall visual quality evaluation of
printed images was presented. Developing the Bayesian network consists of two main
steps: select nodes and optimising structure. To selecting input nodes for the model,
a cumulative match score histogram method was presented. The main idea behind the
CMSH is the assumption that if two samples are visually perceived as being close to
each other, they should be close also based on the objective measurements. If a measure
failed to meet the criterion, it was classified as irrelevant to subjective overall quality.
For the structure optimisation, a graphical learning approach using an iterative evolve-
estimate-simulate loop was presented. The network structure is optimised by applying
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evolutionary computation (evolve). The estimation of the Bayesian network parameters
is within the evolutionary loop and uses the maximum likelihood approach (estimate).
The stochastic learning process is guided by priors devised from the psychometric sub-
jective experiments (performance through simulation). The experiments are presented
in Sec. 6.3.



Chapter VI

Experiments

In Chapters 4 and 5, two computational methods to predict the overall quality of printed
images were presented. In this chapter, both methods are studied with real data. First,
the data, paper grades and subjective evaluations are presented. Second, full reference
methods are statistically evaluated. Third, the Bayesian network model is constructed
and validated.

6.1 Test data

Producing the test data includes the selecting of paper grades and designing of printing
processes, objective measurements and subjective experiments. The test material (prints)
was collected by media technology experts from the Helsinki University of Technology,
and the psychometrical experiments were designed and implemented by psychologists
from the University of Helsinki.

6.1.1 Selecting paper grades

The selection of test material, i.e. different paper grades, should reflect the current quality
inspection problems in the paper and print industry. This typically means that similar
papers are considered where the quality differences are small. The research problem is
the most difficult with small differences, but for the proof of the concept, the test material
should also include quality variation over a larger scale. Moreover, the test targets and
the number of samples should be feasible for human evaluation trials. Based on these
constraints, the following selection was made.

The targets were fixed to printed high quality photographs of natural scenes. Two print
methods were used: high-quality inkjet and electrophotographic (EPG) printing, both
allowing paper specific colour management profiles and optimisation of print settings.
Three separate test sets were used. The first set (Test set A) consisted of 16 different
paper grades (A4 size) containing three distinct clusters with different physical properties.

65
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This lead to distinctly different quality experiences: two glossy photo papers (A4 and
A5), four inkjet or matte photo papers (A1, A2, A3, A6) and ten multipurpose (plain)
papers. The physical properties of the papers are listed in Table I.1 in Appendix I. The
second test set (Test set B) consisted of 15 papers designed for electrophotography (B1-
B15) and six multipurpose papers (B16-B21). The physical properties of the second test
set are listed in Table I.2 in Appendix I. The papers in the third test set (Test set C)
were similar to those in Test set A, only focusing more on high quality papers. Fifteen
of the papers were photo or inkjet papers and 6 were the same multipurpose papers as
in Test set B. The physical properties of the papers in Test set C are listed in Table I.3
in Appendix I.

6.1.2 Printing

The samples were printed using an Epson Stylus Pro 3800 inkjet printer (Test sets A
and C) and a production-scale Xerox DocuColor 6060 electrophotographic printer (Test
set B). Paper-specific colour management profiles were determined using a profiling tar-
get, spectrophotometer and profiling software, which is the current practise in high qual-
ity printing. The optimal print settings were used for each paper. The printing process
corresponds to standard practises. Two different collages of the A4 size (297 × 420 mm)
were printed on each paper grade (see Fig. 6.1). Both collages consisted of natural im-
ages (photos) for subjective quality evaluation and natural image measurements, and test
fields for instrumental measurement. The image contents of the four natural images were
selected based on current practices and previous experience in media technology (see e.g.
[80]), and they included typical content types such as objects with details (cactus), a
human portrait (man) and a landscape (landscape). The fourth image content combined
all of the types (studio). Three (inkjet) and ten copies (electrophotography) of both test
images were printed, and the best prints were chosen for further study. In this way, it
was made sure that the effect of media (papers on the final result) was studied, and not
the printing processes.

6.1.3 Image acquisition

For the objective measurements, the samples were scanned using a Microtek ArtixScan
2500f scanner with a 2500 dpi (technical fields) or 1250 dpi (natural images) resolution
and 48 bit RGB colours. A colour management profile was derived for the scanner
before scanning. All automatic settings including colour correction and descreening were
disabled, and the digitised images were saved using lossless compression. The differences
between the three different paper grades (photo, inkjet, plain) in Test set A are evident
from the printed lines, as demonstrated in Fig. 6.2. The small-scale differences between
the printing methods are illustrated in Fig. 6.3, where it is evident that the printing
methods significantly differ on the fine scale despite the fact that they should produce a
visually similar result. This means that the effects of the physical properties of the papers
and consequently their instrumental print quality measures are different. This is why
inkjet and electrophotographic samples were treated separately in both the individual
subjective evaluations and experiments.
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Figure 6.1: Test images and technical fields. Natural test images from left to

right are man, landscape, cactus and studio.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.2: Printed lines on selected papers: (a) A5; (b) A1; (c) A17.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6.3: Solid printed areas on papers with different printing methods: (a)

30% cyan with inkjet; (b) 30% black with inkjet; (c) 30% cyan with electropho-

tography; (d) 30% black with electrophotography

6.1.4 Subjective evaluation

The subjective experiments had three principal goals: 1) obtain numerical data about
the perceived dissimilarity of the samples, 2) obtain qualitative information about the
subjective image quality attributes that contribute to human quality judgements and 3)
obtain quantitative (numerical) data on the perceived quality of the images on a certain
scale. The third goal includes the gathering of the “ground truth” (subjective scores) for
the overall quality models. To reach the goals, the subjective tests included two kinds of
tasks: a grouping task and a quality evaluation task. These are presented next.

Experiment conditions

All subjective experiments were carried out with the same experimental conditions. The
natural test images (Fig. 6.1) were cut from the test sheets and attached to neutral grey
frames of an A5 size (148 × 210 mm). In the experiment, the observers were allowed to
touch the frames, but not the images. The samples were presented on a table, covered
with a grey tablecloth. The illuminance level was 2200 lux, with a colour temperature
of 5000 K.

Grouping task

The experiment was to provide data about the visual similarity of paper samples as ex-
pressed subjectively in natural images (photographs). This was based on the idea that
the basis of the subjective evaluation of the printed image quality is the perception of vi-
sual dissimilarity in the images. Perceived similarity was studied using a grouping task.
All samples of the same image content were placed on a table in random order. The
observers were asked to group the images in two groups, so that the within-group differ-
ences were as small as possible and the between-groups differences as large as possible.
After creating two groups, the observers were asked to create three groups from the same
images with the same instructions, and then four, five and six groups. If the observer
did not see any differences after a certain number of groups, the experiment proceeded
to the next image content. With every grouping, the observer was asked to describe the
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differences between the groups (the interview). The 28 observers were students of the
University of Helsinki, and were recruited from e-mail lists. They were not professionally
involved with printing or photography.

Co-occurrences of the test papers in the same groups were pooled. This pooling was
performed over all groupings, observers and test contents. The final dissimilarity data
between the papers comprised these co-occurrences:

D(a, b) =
N∑

i=1

M∑
j=1

L∑
k=1

xi,j,k(a, b), (6.1)

where a and b are the samples (paper grades), N the number of observers, M the number
of image contents, and L the maximum number of groupings. xi,j,k(a, b) is 1 if the ith
observer grouped samples a, and b (jth image content) into different groups in the kth
grouping round and 0 otherwise. Test sets A and B were used in separate subjective
tests, i.e. the dissimilarity between the samples in different test sets is unknown. The
grouping test was not performed for Test set C.

Besides dissimilarity data, information about the grounds for dissimilarity evaluation
was gathered. Observers were asked to freely describe the differences between the groups
during an interview. The interview data was qualitatively analysed by collecting the
subjective attributes that the observers used to describe the groups (see Table 6.1).

Table 6.1: Frequencies of the subjective attributes that differentiated the groups

from each other (Test set A).

Subjective attribute Frequency

Brightness (bright vs. faded) 308

Sharpness (sharp vs. fuzzy) 201

Lightness (light vs. dark) 142

Brightness of colours (bright colours vs. faded colours) 111

Gloss 66

Clarity 61

Preference (better vs. worse) 57

Graininess 54

Photograph likeness (like photograph vs. like print) 41

Yellowishness 33

Naturalness 27

White spots 27

Greenness 24

Brightness of yellow 21

Blueness 20

Darkness of colours 17

Contrast 16

Lighting (well lighted vs. lightless) 14

Vividness 11

Quality of the colours 11
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Quality evaluation task

The second subjective test was to evaluate the perceived quality on a scale from 1 to
5. All samples from a specific set (the same image content and test set) were placed in
a random order on a table. Labels with numbers from 1 to 5 were also presented on
the table. The observer was asked to select the sample image representing the lowest
quality in the set and place it on the number 1. Then, the observer was asked to select
the highest quality sample and place it on the number 5. After that, the observer’s task
was to place the remaining samples on the numbers (1-5) so that the quality increased
steadily from 1 to 5. The final subjective score was formed by computing the mean
opinion scores (MOSs) over all observers (N=28). A set of subjective attributes was
evaluated similarly, only now the observer was asked to label the samples based on a
single attribute such as sharpness or graininess. The selection of subjective attributes
for the test was based on interviews (see Table 6.1).

6.1.5 Summary of test sets

A summary of the three test sets is shown in Table 6.2. The most important difference
between the test sets is the printing method. In inkjet (Test set A and Test set C),
the paper grade had a much greater effect on the outcome, producing much larger qual-
ity variation, and thus easier test sets. Electrophotography printing produced more
equable quality also to multipurpose (plain) papers. Visually, the best quality over all
test sets was achieved with inkjet printing using photo/inkjet papers despite the fact
that a production-scale electrophotography printer was used. Respectively, the inkjet
with multipurpose papers produced the lowest visual quality over all test sets. Subjec-
tive tests are very time-consuming and all of the subjective evaluation tasks were not
performed for all test sets.

6.2 Full reference printed image quality

In this section, the full reference approach in Chapter 4 is evaluated with the data
presented in Sec. 6.1. The selected FR QA algorithms and their basic information, such
as whether a QA algorithm works with colour or only intensity, are listed in Table 6.3.
Most of the QA algorithms are measured using implementations available on the Internet,
and all of the algorithms were computed using the default parameter values proposed
by the authors. If the algorithm works only with luminance, the L* component in
the CIE L*a*b* colour space was used. A public implementation of UQI is available
at [109] and of SSIM at [112]. Despite the fact that SSIM is an improved version of
UQI, also UQI was tested because of the different windowing approach. The Daly VDP
implementation can be found in [70], in which the original VDP is generalised to high
dynamic range (HDR) images. Modifications to the original VDP are presented in [71].
A C++ implementation for PDiff is available in [120], a Matlab implementation for the
NQM in [20], for the MS-SSIM, IFC and VIF in [1] and for VSNR in [14]. Combined
neighbourhood based and histogram similarity measures were computed as presented
in [105] with a minor modification: CIE L*a*b* colours were used instead of RGB
colours. Hence, the differences correspond better to the human perception, and additional
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Table 6.2: Summary of test sets.

Test set A Test set B Test set C
Paper types and amounts 2 × photo 15 × EPG 15 × inkjet/

4 × inkjet 6 × plain photo
10 × plain 6 × plain

Paper properties
Roughness (ml/min) 0–320 0.7–217.2 0–269.8
Gloss (GU) 2.2–64.8 4–86.7 2.2–96.3
Whiteness (%) 79.3–162.4 79.3–157.4 79.3–157.4

Printing method inkjet EPG inkjet
Quality variation large (mostly

low quality)
small large (mostly

high quality)
Image contents man man man

cactus cactus cactus
lake lake lake
studio

Measurements
Scans of test fields (2500 dpi) × × ×
Scans of photos (1250 dpi) × × ×
Spectrophotometer measurements × ×
Densitometer measurements × ×
Print gloss measurements × ×

Subjective evaluation
Grouping test (subjective dissimilarity) × ×
Mean opinion scores × × ×
Qualitative attribute analysis × ×
Attribute data in scale ×

colour space transformations are avoided (descreening is done in the CIE L*a*b* colour
space). In [103] and [104], a very large number of different fuzzy similarity measures were
presented. All of these similarity measures were tested, but only the highest performing
ones are presented in this thesis.

6.2.1 Preprocessing of the images

Preprocessing of the printed and scanned images was done as presented in Sec. 4.2.
The descreening, i.e. Gaussian low-pass filtering was performed using four different
cut-off wavelengths: 0.1 mm, 0.2 mm, 0.3 mm and 0.5 mm. The cut-off wavelength
approximately corresponds to the the smallest detail remaining after the descreening.
The smallest cut-off wavelength was selected to correspond to the printing resolution
(360 dpi), i.e. the filter removes the halftone pattern. The effect of the cut-off wavelength
was also studied. The image registration was carried out using the affine transformation.
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Table 6.3: FR QA algorithms used in this study.

QA algorithm Acronym Type Colour
Peak signal to noise ratio PSNR mathematical no
L*a*b* perceptual error [4] LabMSE mathematical yes
Universal quality index [110] UQI structural no
(Single-scale) structural similarity
metric [113]

SSIM structural no

Multi-scale structural similarity met-
ric [114]

MS-SSIM structural no

Information fidelity criterion [96] IFC information
theoretic

no

Visual information fidelity [95] VIF information
theoretic

no

Visual signal-to-noise ratio [15] VSNR mathematical no
Noise quality measure [21] NQM HVS error-

based
no

Perceptual image difference [121] PDiff HVS error-
based

yes

(High dynamic range) visible differ-
ence predictor [71]

(HDR-)VDP HVS error-
based

no

Fuzzy similarity measures [103] Fuzzy S9 mathematical no
Combined neighbourhood-based and
histogram similarity measures [105]

Fuzzy Q1,5c,
Q18,9c and
Q18,5c

mathematical yes

6.2.2 Processing of raw data

From the practical point of view, it is more interesting to put paper grades in a proper
order than to find the overall quality of a single printed image on some abstract quality
scale. Therefore, the subjective evaluation as well as QA algorithm scores should be
similar over different image contents for the same paper grade. The subjective evaluation
results were always scaled to the interval 1–5, but the image quality QA algorithm scores
may differ significantly between the image contents. Therefore, either the QA algorithm
scores need to be scaled to a common scale or the analysis needs to be done separately
for different image contents. The first option was selected since the number of samples
(16 or 21) was not enough to find statistically significant differences between the QA
algorithms. Therefore, different image contents were combined to form a larger test
set by scaling the QA algorithm scores. Here, the scaling was performed linearly. Let
xn = (xn,1, ..., xn,M ) represent the QA algorithm scores of one FR assessment for all
samples (1-M) within a single image content n. Then, the linear model is

x̂n,i = b̂n

(
1

xn,i

)
(6.2)
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where b̂n = (bn,1, bn,2) are selected by minimizing the errors between the image contents:

b̂n = arg min
bn

∑
i

[x1,i − (bn,1 + bn,2xn,i)]2. (6.3)

For the first image content, b̂1 = (0, 1), and for the remaining image contents, b̂n are
such that the QA algorithm scores are converted to values similar to the values of the
first image content with the same paper grade. The above-mentioned method does not
allow combining results from different printing methods (different paper grades), and
therefore, finally there are three test sets: Test set A containing 64 inkjet samples, Test
set B containing 63 electrophotography samples and Test set C containing 63 inkjet
samples.

6.2.3 Results

Performance Measures

Three performance measures were chosen for the comparison of the QA algorithms. The
selected measures are similar to those presented by Sheikh et al. [97]. The first one is the
Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient between MOS and the QA algorithm score after
a nonlinear regression. The following nonlinearity (constrained to be monotonic) was
used [97]:

Q(x̂) = β1

(
1
2
− 1

1 + exp(β2x̂ − β3)

)
+ β4x̂ + β5, (6.4)

where x̂ is the modified algorithm score, and parameters (β1, β2, ..., β5) are estimated
using least squares curve fitting. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient is defined as:

r =
∑N

i=1(Qi − Q)(Pi − P̄ )√∑N
i=1(Qi − Q̄)2

√∑N
i=1(Pi − P̄ )2

, (6.5)

where Qi is the QA algorithm score of the ith sample after the nonlinear regression, Pi

the MOS score of the ith sample, and Q̄ and P̄ are the mean values.

The second performance measure is the Spearman rank order correlation coefficient
(SROCC), i.e. the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between QA algorithm scores and
MOS after these have been transformed into rank-orders. The third measure is the
root mean squared error (RMSE) between the MOS and QA algorithm score after the
nonlinear regression:

RMSE =

√∑N
i=1(Qi − Pi)2

N
(6.6)

The results are presented in Tables 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6. In Figs. 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 some QA
algorithms are presented with regression curves. In the plots, the best cut-off wavelengths
were used for each QA algorithm.
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Table 6.4: Correlation between the QA algorithm scores and MOS after nonlinear

regression for all three test sets and all cut-off wavelengths. For each QA algorithm

and test set, the best cut-off wavelength is underlined. For each test set, the best

QA algorithms are bolded.

Test set A Test set B Test set C
QA algorithm 0.1mm 0.2mm 0.3mm 0.5mm 0.1mm 0.2mm 0.3mm 0.5mm 0.1mm 0.2mm 0.3mm 0.5mm
PSNR 0.440 0.424 0.404 0.349 0.536 0.547 0.522 0.524 0.004 0.080 0.127 0.178
LabMSE 0.289 0.385 0.364 0.215 0.605 0.601 0.598 0.601 0.055 0.027 0.076 0.130
UQI 0.982 0.983 0.984 0.984 0.849 0.871 0.882 0.887 0.971 0.969 0.965 0.964
SSIM 0.978 0.979 0.978 0.970 0.776 0.819 0.802 0.721 0.962 0.962 0.961 0.951
MS-SSIM 0.982 0.982 0.983 0.984 0.871 0.882 0.887 0.891 0.973 0.974 0.973 0.971
IFC 0.983 0.982 0.982 0.982 0.842 0.851 0.860 0.873 0.958 0.957 0.956 0.958
VIF 0.982 0.982 0.982 0.982 0.818 0.807 0.811 0.793 0.974 0.977 0.977 0.980
VSNR 0.993 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.809 0.795 0.792 0.729 0.985 0.984 0.984 0.982
NQM 0.988 0.988 0.988 0.988 0.702 0.700 0.695 0.697 0.978 0.978 0.978 0.978
PDiff 0.928 0.948 0.957 0.955 0.302 0.178 0.081 0.207 0.507 0.600 0.638 0.646
(HDR-)VDP 0.982 0.980 0.978 0.975 0.675 0.608 0.556 0.381 0.970 0.948 0.945 0.951
Fuzzy S9 0.686 0.687 0.686 0.639 0.628 0.581 0.580 0.595 0.746 0.681 0.708 0.635
Fuzzy Q1,5c 0.951 0.962 0.970 0.966 0.396 0.358 0.586 0.570 0.967 0.969 0.984 0.987
Fuzzy Q18,9c 0.881 0.776 0.657 0.581 0.670 0.672 0.679 0.691 0.900 0.825 0.819 0.643
Fuzzy Q18,5c 0.887 0.828 0.742 0.699 0.634 0.740 0.716 0.726 0.914 0.831 0.789 0.835

Table 6.5: SROCC between QA algorithm scores and MOS for all three test sets

and all cut-off wavelengths. For each test set, the best QA algorithms are bolded.

Test set A Test set B Test set C
QA algorithm 0.1mm 0.2mm 0.3mm 0.5mm 0.1mm 0.2mm 0.3mm 0.5mm 0.1mm 0.2mm 0.3mm 0.5mm
PSNR 0.294 0.269 0.254 0.230 0.432 0.428 0.419 0.412 0.131 0.238 0.292 0.357
LabMSE 0.347 0.315 0.301 0.270 0.470 0.471 0.470 0.466 0.047 0.088 0.162 0.229
UQI 0.912 0.914 0.914 0.915 0.678 0.763 0.790 0.788 0.951 0.947 0.943 0.942
SSIM 0.899 0.915 0.921 0.906 0.509 0.689 0.697 0.660 0.938 0.923 0.903 0.851
MS-SSIM 0.912 0.908 0.899 0.893 0.755 0.770 0.780 0.793 0.933 0.925 0.926 0.926
IFC 0.901 0.900 0.903 0.891 0.719 0.731 0.744 0.761 0.925 0.925 0.925 0.929
VIF 0.901 0.893 0.884 0.887 0.738 0.729 0.730 0.726 0.930 0.928 0.934 0.936
VSNR 0.920 0.908 0.905 0.902 0.744 0.718 0.719 0.695 0.951 0.948 0.948 0.946
NQM 0.885 0.885 0.885 0.886 0.633 0.633 0.631 0.625 0.933 0.933 0.934 0.932
PDiff 0.800 0.798 0.803 0.803 0.316 0.206 0.171 0.241 0.414 0.502 0.531 0.520
(HDR-)VDP 0.924 0.923 0.899 0.827 0.608 0.537 0.487 0.387 0.944 0.931 0.898 0.913
Fuzzy S 0.606 0.578 0.561 0.550 0.543 0.537 0.532 0.519 0.631 0.596 0.581 0.559
Fuzzy Q1,5c 0.821 0.884 0.902 0.872 0.441 0.101 0.317 0.395 0.941 0.948 0.960 0.970
Fuzzy Q18,9c 0.790 0.740 0.677 0.597 0.588 0.618 0.615 0.620 0.782 0.738 0.690 0.630
Fuzzy Q18,5c 0.805 0.780 0.737 0.706 0.563 0.623 0.634 0.632 0.812 0.773 0.741 0.704
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Table 6.6: RMSE between the QA algorithm scores and MOS after nonlinear

regression. For each test set, the best QA algorithms are bolded.

Test set A Test set B Test set C
QA algorithm 0.1mm 0.2mm 0.3mm 0.5mm 0.1mm 0.2mm 0.3mm 0.5mm 0.1mm 0.2mm 0.3mm 0.5mm
PSNR 1.068 1.077 1.088 1.115 0.665 0.660 0.672 0.671 1.217 1.213 1.207 1.197
LabMSE 1.139 1.110 1.115 1.173 0.628 0.630 0.631 0.630 1.215 1.216 1.213 1.206
UQI 0.224 0.219 0.214 0.210 0.417 0.387 0.371 0.363 0.293 0.302 0.320 0.326
SSIM 0.247 0.243 0.246 0.289 0.497 0.452 0.471 0.546 0.331 0.332 0.337 0.378
MS-SSIM 0.223 0.225 0.220 0.215 0.388 0.372 0.364 0.358 0.280 0.277 0.279 0.290
IFC 0.217 0.222 0.223 0.222 0.425 0.413 0.402 0.384 0.349 0.352 0.358 0.348
VIF 0.224 0.224 0.224 0.222 0.453 0.465 0.462 0.480 0.278 0.260 0.260 0.241
VSNR 0.141 0.146 0.149 0.148 0.463 0.478 0.481 0.539 0.207 0.214 0.217 0.230
NQM 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.182 0.561 0.563 0.567 0.565 0.253 0.253 0.254 0.254
PDiff 0.442 0.377 0.344 0.352 0.751 0.775 0.786 0.771 1.049 0.973 0.937 0.929
(HDR-)VDP 0.223 0.235 0.249 0.265 0.581 0.626 0.655 0.729 0.294 0.389 0.399 0.377
Fuzzy S12 0.865 0.863 0.865 0.915 0.613 0.641 0.642 0.634 0.810 0.891 0.859 0.939
Fuzzy Q1,18 0.367 0.324 0.290 0.309 0.723 0.736 0.640 0.647 0.313 0.299 0.219 0.194
Fuzzy Q12,9 0.565 0.750 0.896 0.967 0.586 0.584 0.579 0.572 0.531 0.688 0.699 0.932
Fuzzy Q12,18 0.550 0.666 0.797 0.851 0.610 0.530 0.550 0.542 0.494 0.677 0.748 0.669
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Figure 6.4: Data and nonlinear regression curves (Test set A). The symbols

represent the image contents: red x-mark: man; blue circle: lake, green diamond:

cactus; magenta square: studio. (a) IFC; (b) MS-SSIM; (c) NQM; (d) UQI; (e)

VIF; (f) VSNR.
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Figure 6.5: Data and nonlinear regression curves (Test set B). The symbols

represent the image contents: red x-mark: man; blue circle: lake; green diamond:

cactus. (a) IFC; (b) MS-SSIM; (c) NQM; (d) SSIM; (e) UQI; (f) VIF.

Statistical Significance

The statistical significance of the previous results was studied using the variance test.
It expresses the trust in the superiority or inferiority of one QA algorithm over another
based on the performance measures. The test is based on the assumption that the residu-
als (difference between MOS and the QA algorithm score) are normally distributed. The
normality of the residuals was tested using the Lilliefors test [65] with a 5% significance
level, and the results are shown in Table 6.7. The F-test was used to test whether the
variances of the residuals of two QA algorithms are identical, i.e. the QA algorithm
residuals are randomly drawn from the same distribution. The null hypothesis is that
the residuals of both QA algorithms come from the same distribution and are statisti-
cally indistinguishable with 95% confidence. The significance test results are shown in
Tables 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 for all three test sets and between all QA algorithms.
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Figure 6.6: Data and nonlinear regression curves (Test set C). The symbols

represent the image contents: red x-mark: man; blue circle: lake; green diamond:

cactus. (a) IFC; (b) MS-SSIM; (c) NQM; (d) UQI; (e) VIF; (f) VSNR.

Table 6.7: Gaussianity of residuals. 1 means that the data are normally dis-

tributed according the Lilliefors composite goodness-of-fit test.

Test set A Test set B Test set C
QA algorithm 0.1mm 0.2mm 0.3mm 0.5mm 0.1mm 0.2mm 0.3mm 0.5mm 0.1mm 0.2mm 0.3mm 0.5mm
PSNR 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
LabMSE 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
UQI 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
SSIM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
MS-SSIM 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
IFC 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
VIF 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
VSNR 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NQM 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
PDiff 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(HDR-)VDP 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Fuzzy S9 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
Fuzzy Q1,5c 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Fuzzy Q18,9c 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
Fuzzy Q18,5c 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Sensitivity to Image Content

Subjective image quality depends more on how the distortion is perceived than how
much there is distortion. For example, if the distortion is not visible in all contents, their
perceived quality may significantly differ. The research originates from the viewpoint
of paper, and therefore, QA algorithms which are independent of the image content are
sought out. The sensitivity of the tested QA algorithms to image content is illustrated in
Fig. 6.7. The lines represent the variance of the QA algorithm scores, and the dots the
mean value for each content (order: man, landscape, cactus and studio). To fit all QA
algorithms into a single image, the QA algorithm scores were normalized to zero mean
and unit variance over all image contents.
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of the sensitivity to image content. The lines represent

the variance of the QA algorithm scores and the dots the mean value for each

content (order: man, landscape, cactus and studio). (a) Test set A; (b) Test set B.

6.2.4 Discussion

As can be seen from Tables 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6, the results clearly differ between inkjet
(Test set A and C) and electrophotography (Test set B). For almost every QA algorithm,
the correlations are higher and the errors smaller for test sets A and C. The reason for
this is the fact that test sets A and C are considerably easier than Test set B, both
subjectively and computationally. Quality variation between the samples is higher, and
two or three compact clusters with distinctly different quality exist in the data (see
Fig. 6.4 and 6.6). In general, the methods succeed since most QA algorithms place these
clusters in the right order, increasing the correlations for the sets A and C. Another
practical reason for the different results between test sets arises from the two different
kinds of printing methods; their underlying artefacts and distortions affect the subjective
quality perception differently. Respectively, the QA algorithms differ by being sensitive
to different kinds of distortions, which explains why some QA algorithms are better suited
for inkjet (Test set A and C) and some for electrophotographic (Test set B) prints. No
remarkable difference in the QA algorithm performances can be seen between Test set
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A and Test set C despite the fact that in Test set A samples emphasise low quality (10
of 16 samples are multipurpose or copy papers) and Test set C consists mostly of high
quality papers (15 of 21 samples are photo or inkjet papers). It is noteworthy that the
best QA algorithms for all sets model the phenomenon reasonably well and consistently,
as is evident in Figs. 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 (the shapes are similar).

As expected, the simple pixelwise metrics, such as the PSNR and LabMSE, do not work
well. With Test set A and C, even the subjectively distinguishable clusters were not
assorted correctly. However, most of the advanced methods showed high correlation
coefficients. VSNR is the best QA algorithm with statistically significant difference to
other methods, but also UQI, SSIM, MS-SSIM, IFC, VIF, NQM and HDR-VDP have very
high correlations coefficients (over 0.96). If the data contain several easily distinguishable
clusters, the used nonlinearity (function) plays significant role as it may or may not fit
well to cluster centroids. Therefore, Test set A results should not be given too much
weight. With Test set B, the group of well working QA algorithms is reduced to UQI,
SSIM, MS-SSIM, IFC, VIF and VSNR. Now also VSNR is statistically indistinguishable
from the other five methods. The other performance measures, SROCC and RMSE,
support these conclusions. If a single optimal QA algorithm should be selected, VIF
would be a safe choice since it was shown to be the best in an earlier study on digital
images [97].

As a secondary task, the selection of the cut-off wavelength of GLPF in the descreening
was studied. A notable result concerning it is that the optimal selection depends on the
QA algorithm (see Tables 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6), and a single universal best cut-off wavelength
cannot be defined. For example, for MS-SSIM the best cut-off wavelength seems to be
0.5 mm, while for VIF it is 0.1 mm. However, the effect is not too dramatic, and it seems
that selection of the cut-off wavelength is not a crucial step, as long as it is large enough
to filter out the halftone pattern and small enough to avoid disturbing the human eye.

The requirement for the QA algorithm to be independent of the image content leads to a
new problem. The original objective to automatically estimate the printability of paper
using printed natural images is divided into two subproblems: i) how to compute the
quality of a natural image so that it is consistent with the subjective human evaluation,
and ii) how to measure the paper or print quality in a way that it does not depend
on the content of the examined image. Unfortunately, there is a conflict between the
solutions for these two. For example, the unevenness of a print (noise) is a serious
problem in a landscape image with a large solid colour region of sky, while it is almost
imperceptible in an image with a great deal of small details. A QA algorithm that models
the human perception produces a different result than an algorithm that computes the
amount of distortion independent of the image content. This problem is apparent in
Table 6.11, where the correlation coefficients between the subjective evaluations with
different image contents are shown. The images printed on the same paper grade using
the same printer should have the same amount of signal-level distortion, and therefore, if
the image content did not affect the quality, the correlations would be near to unity. This
holds quite well for Test sets A and C, where the quality variation is large, but for Test
set B, the image contents had a notable influence on the perceived quality despite the
similar level of distortion. In summary, both conditions, a good correspondence to human
perception and independence of the image content, cannot be achieved simultaneously
in a sufficient manner, and therefore, choosing the correct QA algorithm depends on the
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Table 6.11: Correlation coefficients between the subjective evaluations with dif-

ferent image contents.

Image Test set A Test set B Test set C
cont. man lake cactus studio man lake cactus man lake cactus

man 1.000 0.990 0.995 0.992 1.000 0.800 0.920 1.000 0.984 0.979

lake 0.990 1.000 0.988 0.989 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.984 1.000 0.988

cactus 0.995 0.988 1.000 0.993 0.920 0.889 1.000 0.979 0.988 1.000

studio 0.992 0.989 0.993 1.000

circumstances. From Fig. 6.7, it can be seen that the NQM is the best QA algorithm
based on its insensitivity to image content. However, no significant differences in the
earlier selected group of the best QA algorithms, UQI, SSIM, MS-SSIM, IFC, VIF and
VSNR can be revealed in terms of sensitivity to content.

6.2.5 Summary

In Chapter 4, the complete framework to compute full reference (FR) quality assessment
algorithms for printed natural images was presented. FR QA algorithms are popular and
well studied in digital image quality research, but the first conclusive results obtained with
printed media were reported here. In this section, the framework was used to evaluate
and statistically verify the performance of several state-of-the-art FR QA algorithms
for an extensive set of printed products. As the main conclusion, the UQI, SSIM, MS-
SSIM, IFC, VIF and VSNR algorithms outperformed other QA algorithms, while the
NQM was the least sensitive to image content. In the experimental part of the work,
remarkable correlations between the FR QA algorithms and subjective visual quality
evaluations were reported, promoting their use in printing and media technology. Since
the tested methods have been mainly developed for digital image quality analysis, a new
research direction was established, i.e. how the digital FR QA algorithms can be further
developed towards FR print quality evaluation. Whether or not they could replace the
existing complicated and ad hoc metrics in the printing industry will remain a challenge
to be dealt with in future studies.

6.3 Bayesian network approach

In this section, the Bayesian network approach presented in Chapter 5 is first finalised
by selecting nodes and finding the structure for the model based on real data, and then
validated against subjective evaluation results. The section is organised as follows: first
individual instrumental print quality measures are evaluated against subjective evalua-
tion using cumulative match score histograms. The goals of these experiments are to
find out if there is even hope to predict the perceived quality using instrumental print
quality measures, such as colour gamut and mottling, and to select the best instrumental
measures for the Bayesian network model. As a side task, also the ability of physical
paper properties to explain the perceived quality is studied. After that, the structure of
the network is optimised using the method presented in Section 5.5, and finally the best
network structures are analysed and validated.
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6.3.1 Comparison of instrumental measures

The subjective grouping test to provide the dissimilarity data required by cumulative
match score histograms was not performed for Test set C, and thus the comparison of
instrumental measures is only made for Test set A and Test set B. In Table 6.12, the
measures selected for the experiments are listed. Three different group of measures were
tested: physical properties of paper, instrumental measures measured from test fields,
and objective natural image measures.

The subjective analysis provided distance matrices (common grouping counts) contain-
ing abstract yet quantifiable values, and the objective analysis produced real vectors
(measured features). Printing dot quality measures were not computed from the inkjet
samples (Test set A) due to stochastic screening and spread ink (see Fig. 6.3). The sub-
jective analysis was carried out using the original test prints, and the objective analysis
using the digitised versions.

Test set A

First the similarities are demonstrated qualitatively by plotting both evaluation results
(instrumental and subjective) in classical multidimensional scaling (MDS) spaces using
two dimensions. The points from both evaluations are plotted in Fig. 6.8. It is important
to notice that plotting the points in the same image is not straightforward. It can,
however, be assumed that the two sets of MDS points are related to each other through
a geometric homography (rotation, translation, isotropic scale). Therefore, the optimal
translation, rotation and scale between the locations of samples in the 2-D MDS spaces

Table 6.12: Measures selected for CMSH experiments.

Physical properties of Instrumental measures Objective natural image
paper (test fields) measures
grammage edge blurriness blur [72]
brightness edge raggedness noise [52]
whiteness print densities contrast [83]
opacity colour gamut
PPS roughness mottling [90]
Bendtsen roughness print gloss
permeability mean colour difference∗

gloss mean dot area∗∗

paper density∗∗ mean dot coarseness∗∗

fluorescence∗∗ mean dot regularity∗∗

mean dot stretch∗∗

variance of dot area∗∗

variance of dot coarseness∗∗

variance of dot regularity∗∗

variance of dot stretch∗∗

∗ Measured only from Test set A
∗∗ Measured only from Test set B
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were computed in the sense of the least mean squares, and the points were transformed
using the estimated similarity transformation. From Fig. 6.8(a), it can be seen that
the three clusters of papers with distinct physical properties are separate in both the
instrumental and subjective evaluations, and it would be trivial to create a computational
model to distinguish these clusters automatically. A more interesting and important
problem is, however, to study the relationships within each cluster. It is clear from
Fig. 6.8(b) that within the cluster of plain papers, the relationship between the human
evaluations and instrumental measures is not evident. Next, this fine correspondence will
be revealed using the cumulative match score histograms.

In Fig. 6.9, the cumulative match scores over all 16 paper samples for different physical
properties and instrumental print quality measures are shown. The dotted lines represent
the mean and 95% confidence intervals (two times the standard deviation) for randomly
generated vectors (estimated by simulation). The confidence intervals of the random
vectors cannot be generalised to the cumulative match scores of the measures. For the
random vectors, variation determines the whole order, and therefore, causes very large
variation in the cumulative match score histograms. For the measures, the variation
(inaccuracies caused by a small test set, measuring errors, etc.) causes only small changes
to the orders (samples close to each other may change places, but not samples far from
each other), and therefore, the actual variation in the cumulative match scores is smaller.

From Fig. 6.9(a), it can be seen that the paper gloss is the most important physical paper
property in the sense of the perceived quality: for 50% of the samples, the subjectively
closest sample is also the closest sample based on the gloss value, and for 81%, the closest
sample is within the set of the four closest samples. It is also evident in Fig. 6.9(a) that
paper opacity does not explain the perceived quality in the test set used (its importance
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Figure 6.8: Multidimensional scaling (Test set A): (a) All 16 papers (the three

clusters with distinct physical properties are denoted by ellipses); (b) Plain papers

only (the ellipse with a solid line in subfigure a).
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Figure 6.9: Cumulative match scores over all 16 paper grades (Test set A): (a)

physical properties of the paper; (b) instrumental print quality measures measured

from the technical fields; (c) print quality measures computed from the natural

images; (d) combinations of the physical properties and instrumental print quality

measures.

would increase if the images were printed on both sides). From Fig. 6.9(b), it can be
seen that the mean colour difference, mottling, density of black and edge raggedness all
have a significant influence on the perceived quality. Fig. 6.9(c) shows that the objective
measures from natural images (used in the human evaluation) have, unexpectedly, an
inferior ability to explain the perceived quality when compared to measures from the
technical fields. Especially the noise measure from natural images seems to have a very
insignificant role in the perceived quality. In Fig. 6.9(d), the cumulative match scores
for several combinations of physical properties and instrumental print quality measures
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are shown. It can be seen that for 55% of the samples, the subjectively most similar
sample is also the most similar based on the combination of the physical properties and
instrumental print quality measures, and for 90%, the most similar sample is within
three samples. This presents clear evidence of the explanatory power of the combined
measures. Next, a more challenging task, a comparison within a cluster of one of the
paper types (similarities exist at the very fine level), is considered.

In Fig. 6.10, the cumulative match scores over the 10 plain paper samples for different
physical properties and instrumental print quality measures are shown. Figs. 6.10(a)-(c)
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Figure 6.10: Cumulative match scores over ten plain papers (Test set A): (a)

physical properties of the paper; (b) instrumental print quality measures measured

from the technical fields; (c) print quality measures computed from the natural

images; (d) combinations of the physical properties and print quality measures.
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show that most of the physical properties and print quality measures alone have very
low correspondence to the perceived quality when the differences between the physical
properties of the paper are small. Many of the graphs deviate only negligibly from the
variation of the simulated random selection (dotted ellipsoidal lines in Fig. 6.10). Only
a few measures (paper gloss, roughness and whiteness, gloss of the cyan region, mean
colour difference, mottling and edge raggedness) reach 50% accuracy within the set of
the three closest samples. However, as can be seen from Fig. 6.10(d), combinations of the
same measures improve the results remarkably. For 60% of the samples, the subjectively
closest sample is in the set of the two closest samples based on the combination of
physical properties and instrumental print quality measures. After the high slope in the
beginning, the graphs saturate, which is expected as the differences become very small
and barely visible even for humans (poor agreement in human evaluations).

In Fig. 6.11, examples of the cumulative match score histograms for several combinations
of two instrumental print quality measures are shown. Using a single measurable quantity
is trivial, but for finding the optimal combinations of n quantities, all possible permuta-
tions need to be computed. In Table 6.13, the best combinations for a varying number
of instrumental print quality measures and areas under their cumulative match score
histograms (ACMSH) are shown. It is noteworthy that the ACMSH value monotonically
increases until n=7, and after this number, it starts to decrease. The interpretation of
this finding is that adding any further quantities starts to add noise to the measurement
space, or the assumption of a locally Euclidean structure fails.

The next more demanding experiment was the case where only ten papers within the
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Table 6.13: Best combinations for different numbers of instrumental print quality

measures (Test set A).

D Print quality measures ACMSH
1 mottling 0.8708
1 density (black) 0.8594
1 edge blurriness 0.8531
1 colour gamut 0.8448
2 colour gamut, mottling 0.8969
3 density (black), colour gamut, mottling 0.8979
4 edge blurriness, density (black), colour gamut, mottling 0.9010
5 edge blurriness, gloss (black), density (black), colour gamut, mottling 0.9010
6 edge blurriness, gloss (yellow), gloss (black), density (black), colour

gamut, mottling
0.9010

7 edge blurriness, gloss (magenta), gloss (yellow), gloss (black), density
(black), colour gamut, mottling

0.9010

8 gloss (cyan), gloss (magenta), gloss (yellow), gloss (black), density
(magenta), density (black), colour gamut, mottling

0.9000

9 edge blurriness, gloss (cyan), gloss (magenta), gloss (yellow), gloss
(black), density (magenta), density (black), colour gamut, mottling

0.8990

10 edge blurriness, gloss (cyan), gloss (magenta), gloss (yellow), gloss
(black), density (cyan), density (yellow), density (black), colour
gamut, mottling

0.8969

11 edge blurriness, gloss (cyan), gloss (magenta), gloss (yellow), gloss
(black), density (cyan), density (magenta), density (yellow), density
(black), colour gamut, mottling

0.8948

12 all 0.8865

same cluster (plain papers) were used. It is important to notice that within the clusters,
the agreement by pooling was poorer for the observers as well, and therefore, the task was
more difficult by an order of magnitude. In Table 6.14, the same results for the ten plain
paper grades with relatively similar physical properties are shown. The performance
now saturates already when using four measures, and for the all measures, the ACMSH
drops significantly. The result can be explained by the failing assumption concerning the
locally Euclidean structure, and the measures give contradictory similarity information.
To solve this problem, the spatial structure should be modelled more comprehensively.
This, however, would require many more samples and cannot be practically realised with
extensive human evaluations. Table 6.13 shows that the colour gamut, mottling and
contrast are the most significant instrumental measures when the perceived quality is
modelled at the coarse level. If the physical properties of the samples are similar (similar
paper type), the significance of the colour gamut decreases and edge raggedness and
blurriness gain a more important role.
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Table 6.14: Best combinations of instrumental print quality measures for plain

papers only (Test set A).

D Print quality measures ACMSH
1 mottling 0.6861
1 gloss (cyan) 0.6750
1 edge raggedness 0.6722
2 edge raggedness, density (black) 0.7750
3 edge blurriness, density (black), mottling 0.7917
4 edge blurriness, gloss (black), density (black), mottling 0.7972
5 edge raggedness, gloss (black), density (yellow), density (black), mot-

tling
0.7778

6 edge blurriness, edge raggedness, density (yellow), density (black),
colour gamut, mottling

0.7750

7 edge blurriness, edge raggedness, gloss (black), density (yellow), den-
sity (black), colour gamut, mottling

0.7750

8 edge blurriness, edge raggedness, gloss (yellow), gloss (black), density
(yellow), density (black), colour gamut, mottling

0.7500

9 edge blurriness, edge raggedness, gloss (cyan), gloss (yellow), gloss
(black), density (magenta), density (yellow), density (black), mot-
tling

0.7222

10 edge blurriness, edge raggedness, gloss (yellow), gloss (black), density
(cyan), density (magenta), density (yellow), density (black), colour
gamut, mottling

0.7194

11 edge blurriness, edge raggedness, gloss (magenta), gloss (yellow),
gloss (black), density (cyan), density (magenta), density (yellow),
density (black), colour gamut, mottling

0.7056

12 all 0.6833
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Test set B

Instrumental and subjective evaluation results of Test set B using classical multidimen-
sional scaling with two dimensions are presented in Fig. 6.12. The homography between
the evaluation spaces is estimated similarly to Test set A. It can be seen that the rela-
tionship between the human evaluations and instrumental measures is not as evident as
in Test set A (see. Fig. 6.8(a)). Even the two distinct paper types, electrophotographic
and plain paper, are not clearly separate (line in Fig. 6.12).

Fig. 6.13 presents the cumulative match score histograms for Test set B. From Fig. 6.13(a)
it can be seen that the roughness of the paper is the most important physical paper
property when electrophotography printing is used. For almost 60% of the samples, the
subjectively closest sample is in the set of three closest samples (20 possibilities). Other
important single physical properties are permeability, density and gloss. Fig. 6.13(b)
shows that the gloss of printed regions, variance of printing dot area (evenness of the
print) and edge blurriness are the most important print quality measures. As an in-
teresting result, colour properties, such as the colour gamut, make a relatively small
contribution to the perceived quality when compared to Test set A (inkjet printing).
The reason for this is that the colour reproduction in electrophotography printing is
rather independent of the paper grade, and therefore, humans cannot see differences in
the reproduced colours. From Fig. 6.13(c) it can be seen that, similarly to Test set A, the
objective natural image measures have an inferior ability to explain the perceived quality.
Natural image noise is the only measure that seems to have some influence on perceived
quality. Fig. 6.13(d) shows the cumulative match score histograms for the combinations
of physical properties and instrumental print quality measures. The cumulative match
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Figure 6.13: Cumulative match scores (Test set B): (a) physical properties of

paper; (b) instrumental print quality measures measured from the technical fields;

(c) print quality measures computed from the natural images; (d) combinations

of the physical properties and print quality measures.

score of the combinations of physical properties seems to be slightly higher than for the
combination of all print quality measures. However, the number of print quality measures
is large (dot quality measures added) and some of them add more noise instead of new
information, resulting in a lower cumulative match score histogram. The combinations
of measures with different numbers of dimensions (measures) are shown next.

The best combinations of instrumental print quality measures and their areas under the
cumulative match score histograms with different numbers of dimensions are presented in
Table 6.15. Different from Test set A, the densities and gloss values of different primary
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Table 6.15: Best combinations of instrumental print quantities (Test set B).

D Print quality measures ACMSH
1 print gloss 0.8343
1 variance of dot area 0.7940
1 edge blurriness 0.7735
2 variance of dot area, print gloss 0.8482
3 variance of dot area, print gloss, print density 0.8542
4 edge blurriness, variance of dot area, print gloss, print density 0.8627
5 edge blurriness, mean dot stretch, variance of dot area, print gloss,

print density
0.8554

6 edge blurriness, mean dot coarseness, mean dot stretch, variance of
dot area, print gloss, print density

0.8614

7 edge blurriness, mean dot coarseness, mean dot stretch, variance of
dot area, print gloss, print density, colour gamut

0.8542

8 edge blurriness, mean dot area, mean dot regularity 1, mean dot
stretch, variance of dot area, print gloss, print density, colour gamut

0.8458

9 edge blurriness, mean dot stretch, variance of dot area, variance of
dot coarseness, variance of dot regularity 1, mottling, print gloss,
print density, colour gamut

0.8398

10 edge blurriness, mean dot coarseness, mean dot regularity 1, mean
dot regularity 2, mean dot stretch, variance of dot area, mottling,
print gloss, print density, colour gamut

0.8337

11 edge blurriness, mean dot area, mean dot coarseness, mean dot reg-
ularity 1, mean dot stretch, variance of dot area, variance of dot
coarseness, mottling, print gloss, print density, colour gamut

0.8295

12 edge blurriness, mean dot area, mean dot coarseness, mean dot reg-
ularity 1, mean dot stretch, variance of dot area, variance of dot
coarseness, variance of dot regularity 1, mottling, print gloss, print
density, colour gamut

0.8235

13 edge blurriness, mean dot area, mean dot coarseness, mean dot reg-
ularity 1, mean dot regularity 2, mean dot stretch, variance of dot
area, variance of dot coarseness, variance of dot regularity 1, mot-
tling, print gloss, print density, colour gamut

0.8187

16 All 0.7861

colours are combined (print density and print gloss) because otherwise the number of
possible combinations of the dot quality measures would be too high. ACMSH reaches
the highest value when the number of dimensions is four and all the important categories
of print quality measures are involved: edge blurriness, unevenness of print (variance of
the dot area), colour properties (print density) and print gloss. It is important to notice
that the combination of all 18 instrumental measures yields a lower ACMSH than the
best single measures.
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6.3.2 Selecting nodes for Bayesian network

The results in the previous section can be seen as strong empirical evidence that it is
possible to model the average quality perceived by human observers using instrumental
print quality measures. In inkjet printing, in more than 90% of cases (15 possibilities),
the combination of instrumental measures favoured the sample that is in the set of the
three most similar samples for the human observers. Based on the experiments, it can
be concluded that the optimal combination of measures is dependent on the printing
method applied. However, as can be seen from the Tables 6.13 (Test set A), 6.14 (Test
set A, plain papers) and 6.15 (Test set B), many instrumental print quality measures are
important regardless of the printing method and type of papers. In Table 6.16, the best
combinations of five to seven measures for different printing methods based on ACMSH
are shown. To make the basis of the Bayesian network as general as possible, dot quality
measures are not a good choice, as they are measurable only from certain prints (see
Fig. 6.3). Fortunately, mottling has proven to have a high correlation with the variance
of dot area, and edge raggedness with geometrical distortions of printing dots, such as
dot regularity and dot stretch [26]. Therefore, dot properties can be replaced with the
more universal mottling and edge quality measures. The following six objective measures
are selected to the Bayesian network model: mottling, colour gamut, mean colour density,
print gloss, edge blurriness and edge raggedness.

Table 6.16: The combinations of print quality measures with the highest

ACMSH. Measures selected for the Bayesian network model are bolded.

Test set A Test set A, plain papers Test set B
edge blurriness edge blurriness edge blurriness
print gloss edge raggedness dot coarseness 1
colour densities print gloss (edge raggedness)
colour gamut colour densities dot stretch
mottling colour gamut variance of dot area

mottling (mottling)
print gloss
colour density
colour gamut

The selection of subjective attributes was based on the systematic interviews of observers
during the subjective experiments described in Sec 6.1.4. As a standard psychological
interview technique [87], the observers were asked to describe visual factors that affected
their ratings after they had given a rating for overall quality for each image. Later, a
common vocabulary was established from the factors by using manual search, frequency
analysis, and term mappings. Specifically, the most common subjective attributes were
naturalness, clarity, colourfulness, subjective gloss, graininess, lightness, contrast, and
sharpness. It should be noted that these subjective attributes do not necessarily corre-
spond to their physical analogues since the semantic meaning of a term varied between
the observers. This is typical for the natural, fuzzy concepts that näıve observers use in
their everyday speech in contrast to the well-defined concepts used by the professionals.
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This difference is not necessarily caused by the incorrect use of the terms, but by the fact
that visual impressions of contrast, sharpness, naturalness etc. are not unambiguously
related to any physical property of an image. For example, higher colour saturation may
make the image look subjectively sharper, though the use of these concepts is separated
among professionals. For this reason, the graph vertices cannot be formed manually, but
the relationships need to be learned.

6.3.3 Training

For training the network, the maximum likelihood estimation for complete data can
be used since the numerical values of each node and for every sample exist. Selected
subjective attributes were evaluated on a scale (1-5) only for Test set B, and thus it is
used in the following experiments. The subjective evaluation was conducted separately
for each (3) image content and the number of observers was 29, so the number of training
samples was 21 × 3 × 29 = 1827. However, it should be noted that the instrumental
measures were constant for each paper grade, and thus, the training data is extensive
only for the subjective part of the model (only 21 different combinations of instrumental
measures).

Multi-dimensional arrays were used as the conditional probability distributions. Such
arrays are suitable only if the data are discrete. The subjective data were already discrete
(1-5), but the instrumental measures needed to be quantised. The quantisation was
carried out at the interval [1,5] so that the largest value was given 5 and the lowest 1.
When all the training data were collected and linearly quantised, the Bayesian network
with a selected structure can be straightforwardly trained using the maximum likelihood
parameter estimation [49].

6.3.4 Structure optimisation

Table 6.17 shows the parameters used for the genetic algorithm. The prior rules to guide
the optimisation process were the same as presented in Table 5.1. The initial population
consisted of 20 educated guesses, 20 fully random networks, and 20 partly educated
guesses (some of the edges manually selected). Due to the long computation time of
marginal distributions, the number of hypothesis tests in the fitness function evaluation
was set to small (100 per hypothesis), and thus, the error margin for the fitness function
value was relatively large (see Table 5.2). Therefore, a list of the 100 best structures
was maintained during the optimisation process, and evaluated with a larger number of
hypothesis tests after the optimisation process. The progress of the genetic algorithm is
shown in Fig. 6.14.

The best structures of the Bayesian network found in the optimisation process are shown
in Fig. 6.15. As mentioned above, a list of the 100 best structures was maintained
during the optimisation process. After the optimisation step, the fitness function was
computed for the 100 networks with a larger sample size (2000 per hypothesis). The
best structure according to the fitness function is shown in Fig. 6.15(a). All of the 100
networks were evaluated against the subjective mean opinion score using leave-one-out
cross-validation. The instrumental measures were used as evidence (model input) and the
expectation values of the overall quality were used as the visual quality index (VQI). The
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Table 6.17: Parameter values for the genetic algorithm.

Parameter Value
Size of population 60
Maximum number of iterations (termination criterion) 1000
Crossover probability 0.1
Mutation probability 0.02
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Figure 6.14: Progress of the genetic algorithm.

best structure according to the correlation coefficient between the model output (VQI)
and mean opinion score is shown in Fig. 6.15(b). In Fig. 6.17, the correlations against
the subjective evaluation are plotted. In Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17(c), results are shown
when, instead of optimising the fitness function presented in Sec. 5.5.1, the correlation
coefficient to subjective evaluation was optimised. It is clear that the number of edges
increases dramatically, and due to the small amount of training data, the generalisability
of the model becomes weak.

The ability of the models to predict the subjective quality attributes was also tested
using leave-one-out cross-validation, and the results are shown in Table 6.18. The re-
sults show that all the subjective attributes with clear counterpart in the instrumental
measurements, such as subjective gloss (measured gloss) and subjective contrast (mea-
sured print density), were predicted successfully. The correlation between the real and
predicted colourfulness is rather low, which suggests that colour gamut and print density
are not enough to predict the subjective colourfulness. The subjective lightness has odd
location in the network structures (see Fig. 6.15). The reason for this might be the fact
that there was no notable variation in lightness between the print samples, and the ob-
servers evaluated the lightness inconsistently. This would also explain the low correlation
between the real and predicted subjective lightness.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.15: The best Bayesian network structures found: (a) Best fitness func-

tion value; (b) Best correlation against the subjective evaluation (leave one out);
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Figure 6.16: The best Bayesian network structures found, when the correlation

coefficient is optimised instead of the fitness function.
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Figure 6.17: Correlations between the model-produced visual quality in-

dex (distribution expectation) and subjective MOS. Correlations computed

using the leave-one-out cross-validation: (a) Best fitness function value in

Fig. 6.15(a)(correlation: 0.924); (b) Best correlation against the subjective eval-

uation in Fig. 6.15(b) (correlation: 0.933); (c) Correlation coefficient optimised

instead of the fitness function in Fig. 6.16 (correlation: 0.994).
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Table 6.18: Correlation coefficients between the real (mean opinion) and pre-

dicted subjective attribute values (leave-one-out cross-validation).

Subjective
attribute

Model with best fitness
function value

Model with best corre-
lation against the sub-
jective evaluation

Naturalness 0.932 0.950
Clarity 0.882 0.908
Colourfulness 0.626 0.593
Gloss 0.942 0.940
Graininess 0.913 0.935
Lightness 0.394 0.459
Contrast 0.913 0.913
Sharpness 0.918 0.934
Overall quality 0.924 0.933

6.3.5 Model analysis

The significance of the edges in the produced networks was studied by removing them
one at time and by computing the root mean square error (RMSE) between the output
of the original model and the reduced model:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
i=1

(ai − bi)2, (6.7)

where ai is the output of the original model (expected value of the marginal distribution)
and bi is the output of the reduced model. A large number (N = 2000) of random inputs
were used in the computation. The results are shown in Fig. 6.18. The line width
represents the significance of an edge (large RMSE). Similarly, the significance of the
inputs (objective measures) was studied and converted to scores (RMSE) in Fig. 6.18
(larger score denotes higher significance).

The generality of the models (Bayesian network with certain structure) was tested using
the following procedure: i) training the model with real subjective data, ii) generating
new data based on the model, iii) re-training the model with the generated data, and iv)
validating the simulated model with real subjective data. For the generated model data,
the inputs (intrumental measures) were randomly sampled from uniform distributions.
Random inputs formed the evidence, and the marginal distributions for all other nodes
(subjective attributes and the overall quality) were computed. New data, that is, integer
values for each node, were determined by sampling the computed marginal distributions.
With the presented procedure, the generality of the models was tested in two stages: how
well the generated data correspond to the real world data, and how well the simulated
model predicts the real subjective data. The number of generated samples to train the
simulated model was 2000 and the experiment was repeated 100 times.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.18: Sensitivity analysis of the best Bayesian network structures. The

line width represents the significance of an edge, and the numbers represent the

significance of the instrumental measures: (a) Best fitness function value; (b) Best

correlation against the subjective evaluation (leave-one-out).
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The results are shown in Fig. 6.19. Error bars reperesent the standard deviations of the
simulated model outputs (VQI). The mean correlation coefficients over 100 simulated
model were as follows: 0.91 for network with best fitness function value (Fig. 6.15(a)), 0.93
for network with best correlation to subjective evaluation (Fig. 6.15(b)) and 0.80 when the
correlation was optimised instead of the fitness function (Fig. 6.15(c)). It can be seen that
the correlation decreases significantly for the network structure found by optimising the
correlation to subjective evaluation with the small training set (Fig. 6.19(c)), but do not
change considerably for the models where the behaviour of the model was optimised using
hypothesis testing (Fig. 6.19(a)-(b)). This supports the previously mentioned assumption
about generalisability becoming weak due to overfitting if only the correlation coefficient
is optimised by using a small amount of subjective data.
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Figure 6.19: Scatter plots between the model-produced visual quality index (dis-

tribution expectation) and subjective MOS when using a simulated model: (a)

Best simulation result (mean correlation: 0.91); (b) Best correlation against the

subjective evaluation (mean correlation: 0.93); (c) Correlation coefficient opti-

mised instead of the fitness function (mean correlation: 0.80).

6.3.6 Summary

The theory related to the Bayesian network model of overall visual print quality was
presented in Chapter 5, and the experiments were presented in this section. The learnt
model in Fig. 6.18(a) is already an important result for further analysis of human visual
quality perception and the value of subjective attribute data in modelling the perception.
The second important contribution is the machine learning framework to search for the
optimal structure of the Bayesian network given an initial basic structure, a small amount
of psychometric subjective data, and prior hypotheses concerning the model behaviour.
The presented framework utilises a simulation-based fitness function and a tailored ge-
netic algorithm to produce a set (population) of well-performing models. The selection of
the best model depends on the application: is the objective to optimise the performance
against the subjective evaluation in well-defined circumstances, or is there need for a
model as general as possible? It should be noted, however, that if the printing method is
changed, the structural optimisation needs to be performed from the start. The models
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presented here are valid only for electrophotography printing.

An interesting aspect of the presented model and its learning method is that the discov-
ered connections and their significance help to understand the phenomenon of subjective
quality evaluation. The discovered edges between the nodes (instrumental measures and
subjective attributes) provide information about the abstract attributes that humans
use for evaluating quality. The models also reveal what the nature of these subjective
attributes is from the viewpoint of instrumental measures and how they contribute to
each other. In addition, a full model, even with its limitations, is much more versatile
than any traditional image quality measure. In the experiments, only the instrumental
measures were used as evidence to infer the overall quality output, but similarly, the over-
all quality can be used as evidence and the distributions of the instrumental measures
can be studied. This guides us to better understand the effects of different instrumental
measures on the perceived quality. The result is useful in media technology as well as
for psychophysical research.



Chapter VII

Discussion

In this thesis, two different approaches to estimate the overall quality of printed images
were presented and evaluated with real data. The full reference approach is based on the
assumption that the original digital image represents the ideal quality and the quality
of a printed image is evaluated by computing the fidelity to the original. The Bayesian
network approach starts with a set of well-defined instrumental print quality measures
and the overall quality is estimated through a probabilistic network connecting objective
measures via subjective attributes to the overall quality.

The test data consisted of three sets of samples, each containing 16 to 21 paper grades.
Two print methods were used: high-quality inkjet and electrophotographic printing. Two
different collages of test images consisting of natural images (photos), and test fields for
instrumental measurement, were printed on each paper. The image contents of the
photographs were selected based on current practices and previous experience in media
technology, and they included typical content types such as objects with details, a hu-
man portrait and a landscape. Several subjective experiments were conducted to obtain
quantitative data of the perceived quality and qualitative information about subjective
quality attributes that contribute to quality judgement made by humans.

Chapter 4 introduced the complete framework to compute full reference (FR) quality
assessment algorithms for printed natural images. The framework consists of designed
scanning, descreening, image registration and image quality computation procedures.
The descreening is performed using a Gaussian low-pass filter in the CIE L*a*b* colour
space. The cut-off wavelength should be high enough to filter out the raster pattern not
existing in the original (reference) image, and low enough that all information affecting
perceived quality remains after filtering. However, as long as these conditions were
met, the magnitude of the cut-off wavelength did not seem to have a significant effect.
The proposed method for image registration was a well-known feature based method
employing SIFT for interest point detection and matching and RANSAC for homography
estimation. The full reference framework was used to evaluate and statistically verify the
performance of several state-of-the-art FR QA algorithms for the test sets. As the main
conclusion, the UQI, SSIM, MS-SSIM, IFC, VIF and VSNR algorithms outperformed
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other QA algorithms, while the NQM was the least sensitive to image content. In the
experimental part of the work, remarkable correlations between the FR QA algorithms
and subjective visual quality evaluations were reported, promoting their use in printing
and media technology.

In Chapter 5, the Bayesian network approach to the overall visual quality evaluation
of printed images was presented. The design of the Bayesian network consisted of two
main steps: selecting the nodes and optimising the structure. The cumulative match
score histogram (CMSH) method was proposed to compare the instrumental measures
in order to find the best ones to be selected for the model. The main idea behind the
CMSH is the assumption that if two samples are visually perceived as being close to each
other, they should be close based on objective measurements, as well. If a measure failed
to meet this criterion, it was classified as irrelevant for subjective overall quality. For
structure optimisation, a learning approach using an iterative evolve-estimate-simulate
loop was presented. The structure of the network was optimised by applying evolu-
tionary computation (evolve). The estimation of the Bayesian network parameters was
within the evolutionary loop and used the maximum likelihood approach (estimate). The
stochastic learning process was guided by priors devised from the psychometric subjec-
tive experiments. The performance of the models was evaluated through simulation on
each iteration. Using real data, the nodes of the Bayesian network were selected and the
network structures were automatically established. The networks found were validated
against the subjective evaluation results.

The Bayesian network approach was tested only on Test set B due to the lacking sub-
jective evaluation of attributes on the scale 1-5 for Test sets A and C. The correlation
coefficient between the subjective mean opinion score and the best Bayesian network
model was as high as 0.933, while for the best FR quality assessment algorithm (MS-
SSIM) it was 0.891. However, the results are not comparable. First of all, the comparison
against the subjective data was not performed similarly in both experiments. When the
FR quality assessment algorithms were evaluated, all printed images (different image con-
tents) were treated as different samples, while the performance of the Bayesian network
model was evaluated against mean opinion scores over all image contents (and observers).
Thus, the test set for the FR algorithms consisted of 63 samples and the test set for the
Bayesian network model consisted of 21 samples despite the fact that the underlying data
was the same for both evaluations. The second reason why the correlation coefficients
should not be directly compared is the fact that the deriving of the Bayesian network
structure was partly guided by the same test data. This gave the Bayesian network model
an advantage against the FR assessment algorithms which were computed without any
prior knowledge about the test images. What correlation coefficients do tell is that both
approaches performed well in the given task of estimating the perceived quality of printed
photographs.

The FR quality assessment is a more general approach than the Bayesian network model.
FR quality assessment can be applied to any printed image regardless of the printing
method and content of the image, demanding only that the digital reference exists.
The Bayesian network approach, for one, need to be constructed separately for different
printing methods. The optimal selection of the instrumental measures may vary between
different printing methods. It is also reasonable to assume that the structure of the net-
work is not the same for all printing methods. Measurable distortions and properties are
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a consequence of different underlying processes, and thus, their effect to the perceived
quality might differ. In addition, different printing methods (e.g. a method with small or
large quality variation) emphasise different subjective attributes. The generalisability of
the presented Bayesian network approach suffers also from the fact that it needs specific
test fields for instrumental measurements. However, in the future it can be possible to es-
tablish the needed instrumental measures from any printed image (e.g. photograph). The
presented Bayesian network model requires several different measurements: spectropho-
tometer (gamut), densitometer (colour densities), glossmeter (print gloss) and camera or
scanner based measurements (mottling and edge features). This makes it laborious and
time-consuming to measure, compared to the FR assessment algorithms which need only
the scanned image.

The main advantage of the Bayesian network approach is its versatility. The reasons for
low quality are easier to establish, since numerical values for the instrumental measure-
ments are known. In comparison, the FR quality measures usually return only one scalar
value (some measures return also a dissimilarity map) that tells if the overall quality is
high or low. The Bayesian network helps us also to understand the perceived quality as
a phenomenon. The structure of the network gives information about the relations of
the objective measurements to the subjective attributes, and about the relations of the
subjective attributes to each other. In addition, the Bayesian network works with incom-
plete measurements, i.e. only a portion of the objective measurements can be used as
evidence for the overall quality prediction. To be more specific, in the Bayesian network
any nodes can be used as evidence to predict the value of any other node. This gives the
possibility to, for example, fix the desired overall quality and examine the distribution
of one instrumental measure with a certain combination of other instrumental measures.

7.1 Future work

Since the tested full reference methods have mainly been developed for digital image
quality analysis, a new research direction was established, i.e. how the digital FR QA
algorithms can be further developed towards FR print quality evaluation. Whether or not
they could replace the existing complicated and ad hoc metrics in the printing industry
will remain a challenge to be dealt in future studies.

The presented Bayesian network was only a proof-of-concept, and a great deal of work is
needed. Most of the instrumental measures are fundamentally continuous variables. In
the experiments of this thesis, discrete variables were used due to the small amount of
data. The Bayesian network, however, supports also continuous variables, and their use
would be reasonable, if the amount of training data made it possible. More extensive
test data would also be needed to generate more generalisable models and to validate
better the models found. Separate training (also for structure optimisation) and testing
data would be essential to validate the Bayesian network model reliably.
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Chapter VIII

Conclusions

In this thesis, two computational methods were presented to evaluate the overall visual
quality of printed photographs. The overall quality was defined as a numerical value
that combines all of the relevant attributes of perceived quality and corresponds to the
judgements made by human observers. The first method computes quality as a visible
difference between the reproduced image and the original (reference) digital image. A
complete framework was presented to apply full reference quality assessment algorithms,
common in digital image quality research, to printed images. Several state-of-the-art full
reference quality assessment algorithms were statistically evaluated, and the UQI, SSIM,
MS-SSIM, IFC, VIF and VSNR algorithms were shown to outperform other algorithms.

The second method combines a set of instrumental print quality measures measured from
technical fields. A Bayesian network was used to connect the instrumental measures to
overall quality via subjective attributes. Procedures were proposed to select the instru-
mental measures for the model and to find the optimal structure of the network. Using
real data, a complete Bayesian network model was constructed to evaluate the quality of
images reproduced with an electrophotography printer. The model was shown to predict
well the quality judgements made by humans.

Both methods have their advantages. The full reference approach is more general and
can be applied to any digitally printed image, while the Bayesian network model must
be constructed from the start if the printing method is changed. The Bayesian network
model is more versatile compared to the full reference approach and it helps to understand
the phenomenon of subjective quality evaluation. Both methods, however, showed their
potential for the quality evaluation of printed images.
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APPENDIX I

Physical properties of paper samples

Table I.1: Physical properties of papers used in the experiments (Test set A).

Grammage Whiteness Brightness Opacity
Paper Type (g/m2) (%) (%) (%)
A1 matte photo 192 128.2 96.4 95.7
A2 matte photo 167 132.7 96 94.4
A3 inkjet 102 136 93.5 94.9
A4 glossy photo 255 104 91.3 97
A5 glossy photo 251 103.6 90.8 96.5
A6 inkjet 100 127.9 99.9 93.8
A7 plain 80 79.3 89 86
A8 plain 90 154.6 98.8 94.6
A9 plain 80 154.5 99 92.4
A10 plain 80 137.6 93.3 93.6
A11 plain 80 159.1 99.8 93.8
A12 plain 80 129.9 85.5 94.2
A13 plain 80 161.4 100 93.9
A14 plain 80 138.7 96.2 91.7
A15 plain 80 153.9 100 92.5
A16 plain 80 162.4 100.5 92.7

Roughness Roughness Permeability Gloss
Paper PPS (μm) Bendtsen (ml/min) Bendtsen (ml/min) (GU)
A1 6.8 320 170 2.4
A2 7 280 140 2.2
A3 5.5 150 24 2.8
A4 0.6 0 0 64.8
A5 1.8 3.6 0 56
A6 4.4 89 140 3.5
A7 6.3 220 500 5.5
A8 3.3 31 180 8.1
A9 6 190 700 5.9
A10 6.7 230 310 5.1
A11 5.1 94 400 6.8
A12 6.1 180 390 5.2
A13 6.6 230 480 4.9
A14 6.5 180 430 4.8
A15 6 170 420 4.7
A16 4.4 88 430 7.3
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Table I.2: Physical properties of papers used in the experiments (Test set B).

Grammage Thickness Density Brightness
Paper Type (g/m2) (μm) (g/cm2) Whiteness (%) (%)

B1 electrophotographic 149 139 1.08 127.6 95.2
B2 electrophotographic 150 135 1.12 123 93.8
B3 electrophotographic 130 102 1.27 120 92.2
B4 electrophotographic 121 107 1.13 131.1 96.5
B5 electrophotographic 202 200 1.01 147.7 95.2
B6 electrophotographic 220 195 1.13 120.7 92.4
B7 electrophotographic 91 95 0.96 151 97.9
B8 electrophotographic 167 127 1.31 117.5 92.3
B9 electrophotographic 133 122 1.09 118.6 93
B10 electrophotographic 251 262 0.96 152.1 97.7
B11 electrophotographic 119 93 1.28 119.8 91.6
B12 electrophotographic 274 273 1 161 101.2
B13 electrophotographic 92 100 0.92 158.2 100.3
B14 electrophotographic 168 143 1.17 119.6 90.4
B15 electrophotographic 207 235 0.88 106.6 90.5
B16 plain 81 106 0.77 79.3 89
B17 plain 77 104 0.74 150.7 98.3
B18 plain 84 99 0.85 156.2 99.1
B19 plain 84 109 0.77 157.4 99.2
B20 plain 78 98 0.8 135.6 95.5
B21 plain 80 92 0.87 154.9 99.9

Fluorescence Opacity Roughness Roughness Permeability Gloss
(% unit) (%) PPS (μm) Bendtsen (ml/min) Bendtsen (ml/min) (GU)

B1 47.4 96 1.4 8.9 0.5 52
B2 46.7 96.1 1.3 8.3 0.2 42.5
B3 29.2 97 0.9 6.5 0.4 70.4
B4 53 91.5 1.5 13.3 0.2 36.5
B5 68.1 99.4 3.4 121.7 56.5 15.1
B6 28.4 99.6 0.9 1.3 0.7 71.1
B7 57.6 94.5 3.3 30.5 187.8 8.2
B8 31.3 97.7 0.8 0.7 0 73.6
B9 34.4 95.8 2.5 24.6 0 21
B10 62.9 99.9 4.1 50.5 118 11.4
B11 36.3 95 1 10.7 0 70.4
B12 72.8 99.8 3.9 30 74.4 11.4
B13 63.4 93.6 3.4 31.2 213.1 9.1
B14 37.3 98.2 1.9 12.3 0 37.7
B15 24.2 98.3 0.7 8.9 10.1 86.7
B16 0.6 86 6.6 222 499.6 5.4
B17 58.7 92.6 7.2 246.7 706.2 4.5
B18 67.9 93.8 7.2 100.4 392.2 6.6
B19 67.5 94.2 6.7 239 511 4
B20 46 91.1 6.5 217.2 442.6 4.3
B21 61.8 91.5 4.5 90.6 496 7.4
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Table I.3: Physical properties of papers used in the experiments (Test set C).

Grammage Thickness Density
Paper Type (g/m2) (μm) (g/cm2) Whiteness (%) Brightness (%)

C1 (B16) plain 81 106 0.77 79.3 89.0
C2 (B17) plain 77 104 0.74 150.7 98.3
C3 (B18) plain 84 99 0.85 156.2 99.1
C4 (B19) plain 84 109 0.77 157.4 99.2
C5 (B20) plain 78 98 0.80 135.6 95.5
C6 (B21) plain 80 92 0.87 154.9 99.9

C7 inkjet paper 186 226 0.82 149.9 98.2
C8 inkjet paper 167 199 0.84 142.1 96.4
C9 inkjet paper 104 125 0.83 147.9 95.7
C10 inkjet paper 165 210 0.79 143.0 96.2
C11 inkjet paper 276 269 1.03 102.5 91.2
C12 inkjet paper 256 259 0.99 104.3 90.9
C13 inkjet paper 165 210 0.79 130.0 95.4
C14 inkjet paper 144 166 0.87 111.2 93.2
C15 inkjet paper 101 121 0.84 131.4 92.1
C16 inkjet paper 262 263 0.99 104.3 90.8
C17 inkjet paper 260 263 0.99 102.2 90.3
C18 inkjet paper 98 121 0.82 125.3 91.5
C19 inkjet paper 280 283 0.99 94.2 86.0
C20 inkjet paper 236 241 0.98 98.2 86.8
C21 inkjet paper 236 243 0.97 91.4 85.7

Opacity Fluorescence Roughness Roughness Permeability Gloss
(%) (% unit) PPS (μm) Bendtsen (ml/min) Bendtsen (ml/min) (GU)

C1 86.0 0.6 6.6 222.0 499.6 5.4
C2 92.6 58.7 7.2 246.7 706.2 4.5
C3 93.8 67.9 7.2 100.4 392.2 6.6
C4 94.2 67.5 6.7 239.0 511.0 4.0
C5 91.1 46.0 6.5 217.2 442.6 4.3
C6 91.5 61.8 4.5 90.6 496.0 7.4
C7 97.8 57.7 2.3 17.3 136.3 75.0
C8 95.0 55.9 1.0 8.1 28.6 77.1
C9 94.2 58.7 2.6 53.2 71.7 7.2
C10 98.5 54.5 4.3 84.6 192.8 3.9
C11 97.1 6.9 0.6 0.0 0.0 65.0
C12 99.7 17.2 0.7 0.2 0.7 78.0
C13 94.4 53.2 0.7 269.8 139.1 2.2
C14 89.1 39.2 1.9 32.4 152.1 71.6
C15 94.8 43.3 5.7 163.9 26.1 2.8
C16 96.8 9.9 0.6 1.7 0.2 64.7
C17 96.7 11.6 1.8 3.3 0.0 54.8
C18 93.8 38.3 4.2 91.3 137.4 3.5
C19 97.8 12.2 2.2 32.8 18.1 96.3
C20 97.3 15.1 0.7 12.3 16.3 94.1
C21 97.7 9.7 4.0 67.6 16.5 45.2
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